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No parking: South Loop's new dilemma
0
Part two in a two-part
series: Construction woes
By Chris Coates
News Editor
Parking: Commuters compare the current situation to a drought. With construction sites consuming former public lots,
parking in Chicago's South Loop has
become more expensive with every new
building erected.
A survey of area surface lots and parking
garages show a two-hour fare average of
$8. The most expensive, at the Harrison
Garage, 605 S. Wabash Ave., tops out at $9
for three hours. At that rate, a student with
five classes (at three hours each) doles out
$675 a semester, or $1,350 a year.
Meanwhile parking meters cost 25 cents
for five minutes, and end up being $9 for a
three-hour class. That is, of course, if one
decides to "feed the meter" some 36 times.
"It's defmitely a problem," said Matt
Jamkauski, a graphic design major, who
said his car was ticketed this month on the
street while parked at a meter.
Several Columbia students suggested
Columbia offer school-sponsored parking.
DePaul University, for example, offers
parking on its Lincoln Park campus for a
daily fee of $4. But, like Columbia, DePaul
provides no such school-sponsored lots
near its downtown campus in the Loop.
And with area property costs rising,
Columbia officials contend a school-sponsored lot is increasingly unlikely.
"We make the case to the city on a regular basis about our concerns about the
declining number of parking spaces in the
neighborhood," said Bert Gall, Columbia's
executive vice president.
Although no plans are in the works for
student parking, Gall said the school is
aware of the problem for commuting students. He also pointed out that the school

does not provide paid parking for faculty
members, aside from a "handful of vehicles" that Columbia owns.
'There is certainly an awareness and a
concern that over time, as parking lots get
turned into other functions, its going to be
an increasing-not decreasing- problem,"
Gall said. "We're certainly sensitive to
that."
Meanwhile, parking lot owners say business is actually down compared to previous
years.
One such lot, the Seventh Street Garage
at 710 S. Wabash Ave., is raffling off a free
month of parking to a Columbia student.
The garage's owner, Donald Poulter, said
the 200-space parking garage is rarely
filled to capacity. His other surface lots are
having similar problems. Poulter blames a
shaky economy and job losses in downtown Chicago.
'The number of people driving are fewer
now because of the economy," Poulter said.
The contest, which was advertised in the
Chronicle, has a value of $124 for a
month's worth of free parking.
Yet, such concessions are few, especially
in the South Loop. On average, parking lot
fees rose 30 percent since 1999. As for
street meters, the cost will soon rise to 25
cents for five minutes in the downtown
area, a rise that the city hopes will help dig
it out of a budget shortfall.
For the rest of the city, Chicago residents
are required to purchase a $75 annual vehicle sticker to park on residential streets. In
areas that are more crowded than the South
Loop, street parking is scarce-and more
expensive.
"It'll take 30 years-maybe 40, 50-for
the South Loop to become as dense as, say,
the Lincoln Park-area," said Tommy
Bezanes, executive director of the New
South Association and owner of Standing
Room Only, a restaurant at 610 S.
Dearborn St.
"If you lived in Lincoln Park and you

by Heather Morrison and Brian Morowcyznski

looked at the South Loop as an objective
observer, you' d say 'Wow, I don't know
why the South Loop complains' ," Bezanes
said.
With street parking banned in some areas
and parking fees rising, both Columbia and
city officials suggest a simple alterative.
"We would certainly encourage students
to take advantage of public transit," Gall
said. "[But] I realize it's not practical for
everyone."
Indeed, Columbia promotes such use of
public transit through a semester-long pass
to be used on CI'A buses and trains. All

Registration hits
the 21st century

Student center, Buddy
Guy's plans off-track
0
Center's construction on hold
until blues club moves out

0
Leaving MASCOT behind, new software offers students online tools

By Lisa Balde
Assistant News Editor
The site of Columbia's future student center,
scheduled to be built on the comer of Wabash
Avenue and Eighth Street, is a place that has been
billed as a hub for the college community. But
Buddy Guy 's is still stands in that lot.
The much-anticipated center, which is expected to
cost between $30 and $35 million to complete, is an
idea that has been discussed for years.
When it was first mentioned in 2000, the notion of
a student center for Columbia basically consisted of
ideas. What it might look like or what it might contain was purely based on theory.
Columbia's administration has since consulted
with students and faculty to begin narrowing down
the contents of a student center that, even two years
ago, had no set completion date.
According to Columbia's Executive Vice
President Bert Gall, the adrrtinistration held forums
in which students could voice their opinion as to
what they'd like to see included in their center.
Some students even met with architects regarding
the project, said Gall.
As a result of such efforts, students are really starting to get excited.
" I thiink it' ll help build the college community,"

full-time Columbia students, whether or
not they actually use the card, pay $70 per
semester for the unlimited-use card. The
CI'A offers the University Pass, as its
called, to students at 27 other colleges in
Chicago.
As for non-CI'A riders, Gall said the
structures taking over former parking lots
could spawn a surprising side effect: more
parking.
"While there's disappearing parking
[now] there'll end up being more than there
ever was once all these projects come
online," Gall said.

By Fernando Diaz
Contributing Writer
Angela Simpson/Chronicle

Construction of Columbia's student center is on hold until
Buddy Guy's Legends vacates its current location at 754 S.
Wabash Ave.
said Lucas Graham, a transfer music marketing student.
Lyndsy Darland, a freshman acting major, agreed.
" I think it's a big priority to have a student center,"
said Darland. "[For example] I have an hour and a
half to do nothing."
" I don ' t see what's holding them up," she said
later.
Gall said there are no new developments in the
project.
Until Buddy Guy's moves to its projected location
next to Columbia's 623 S. Wabash Ave. building,
Columbia can't begin construction.
" lf Buddy had building permits and finished drawings," Gall said, "it would be two to two and a half
years [before the center is complete]."

See 5mdeat Center, page 2

After years of waiting and a failed attempt with MASCOT,
Columbia is taking another step into cyberspace with Online
Administrative Student Information Service, providing services such as the ability to register online.
OASIS was developed to offer students better services,
according to Bernadette McMahon, chief information officer
of lnfonnation Technology at Columbia, who said the project
will cost about $3 million.
'The goal here is to give students self-service tools beyond
registration," McMahon said. In addition to online registration, students will eventually be able to view and print copies
of their transcripts, be notified of important financial information, and/or when an event is being held at the college.
''I think it's important to note that it's going to roll out in
stages," said Dorothy Dare, project manager at the
Information Technology Department which is handling the
project. The ponal and the Learning Management System are
the only services that will be available this spring, which
McMahon said is serving as a test semester.
The LMS is based on a group system where every student
or faculty member is a user, and access to groups such as stu-

See OASIS, page 3
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Around Campus-------Poster exhibit honors
African-American Scientists
On Feb. 19, the Institute for Science Education
and Science Communication will open "Honoring
African-American Scientists."
The poster exhibit, in homage of Black History
Month, will run from 3 p.m . to 5 p.m . in the 4th
Floor Conference Room , 600 S. Michigan Ave .

Asian-American Affairs to
celebrate year of the sheep
Also on Feb. 19, Asian-American Cultural
Affairs presents a celebration of the Pan Asian
Lunar New Year: The Year of the Black Sheep.
The event, in the Hokin Gallery at 623 S.
Wabash Ave., runs from 12 p.m . to 2 p .m . and features Chinese lion dancers and a Cambodian
feast. For more information, contact (312) 3447813.

Contest winner's play a
glimpse of Wright's life
This year's Theodore Ward African-American
Playwriting Contest winner is Leslie Lee, for her
work titled "Sundown Name and Night-gone
Things."
A graduate of the University of Pennsylvania,
Lee's play follows the life of Richard Wright, the
Chicago author.
The play will be performed at the New Studio
Theater, 72 E. 11th St., from Feb. 26 through
March 9 . After the Feb. 27 performance, the theater will feature a d iscussion with the play's cast
and crew. For more information, contact (312)
344 6126.

Simmons performing for
future Columbia students
On March 6 , Russell Simmons of Def Jam
Records fame will perform at The Metro, 3730 N.
Clark St., to benefit Chicago Public School students interested in attending Col umbia.
Admission prices start at $25 for the 7 p.m .
event. For more information, conta ct (312) 3447472.

Experimental poet presents
lecture, works in March
On March 11 , the experimental poet Laura
Millen will dissect the works of John Yau, poet
and author of Forbidden Entries.
M illen, who is a visiting poet in the Spring 2003
Poetry Program, will read from her own works on
March 13. Both events are at 5 :30 p .m . in the
Columbia Concert Hall, 1014 S. Michigan Ave .
For more information contact (312) 344-8100.
The series w ill continue with the works of Gwen
Ebert, Maureen Owen, Hoang Hung and Quincy
Troupe through May 29.

Best of Midwest on display
Through
March
10,
the
Museum
of
Contemporary Photography, 600 S . Michigan
Ave., presents The M idwest Photographers
Project.
T he event sh owcases bla ck and white,
panoramic and color photography of Andrea
Robbins and M ax Becher; Shirana Sha hbazi and
Andrew Bo rowiec .
For more information, contact the M useum at
(3 12) 663-5554.

If you have an
upcoming event or
announcement, please call the Chronicle's
news desk at (3 I 2) 344-7255.
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snan~;;;.c;ynsioo<OOk:l:
Columbia's Magazine Workshop instructor Sharon Bloyd·Peshkin chats with mag~ine student Jaime DeGroot .at the
ECHO launch party at the Streetside Cafil in Humboldt Park on Feb 13. The magaz~ne, produced by the magaz~ne
workshop class, is printed each semester and is now available on stands.

Fulbright scholar files for new dean spot
0
Search begins for new dean of
the School of Media Arts
By Chris Coates
News Editor
Columbia faculty and administrators gathered Feb. I 0 to
listen in as the first of four candidates bid for the position
of dean of the School of Media Ans, which has not had a
permanent dean for more than a year.
Dr. David Sachsman, currently a professor of communications at the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga,
discussed his qualifications for the job at Columbia, a
place with resources that he said " most schools would
dream of having."
Sachsman i s not new to such dean interviews. A cursory
search shows he has interviewed for a similar position at
Southern illinois University in March 200 I. Three days
after his meeting with Columbia, Sachsman appeared at a
similar session at Towson University. outside Baltimore,
Md., where he is interviewing for its position as dean of the
College of Fine Ans and Communications, according to a
news editor with the Towerlight newspaper.
Sachsman has also held positions as head of the
Journalism and Mass Media Department at Rutgers
University and as dean of Cal i fornia State University,
Fullerton 's School of Communications. He is currently the
George R. West Jr. Chair of Excellence in Communications
and Public Affairs.
He is a Stanford University graduate and a Senior
Fulbright-Hays Scholar recipient, according to a brief
biography provided by Columbia's provost. The provost
refused to provide Sachsman 's resume to the Chronicle.
The Columbia event, in the Concert Hall of the M usic
Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave., featured Sachsman's views
concerning the "acceleration of technological convergence

in media arts" and his ideas on how to "collaborate across
[the school's) disciplines in order to foster the development
of student voice and creative outcome."
Standing informally in the hall's aisle way, Sachsman
discussed at length his suggestions for the school's various
departments, especially fostering the ability of students to
cross over to different majors. He also talked of his past,
including his stint as "grammar coach" in a Tennessee television news department and his distaste for Connie Chung
and NBC's " Dateline."
Sachsman, who said he is the author of three books in
Columbia's library, used his past in communications and
education as a jumping off point for the improvement he
thinks Columbia deserves.
" [Communications,] in many ways, is number two or
three in the world for fostering democracy and freedom of
life and speech," Sachsman said.
During the second portion, Sachsman answered questions from the audience, which was peppered with various
faculty and department members. He stressed the importance of teaching media ethos and preparing students for
positions in management.
"[Students) need grounding across the areas of school,"
he said, offering tips for making the segue from college to
a professional job seamless. Rather than preaching the
technical angle of a field, Sachsman said faculty should
focus on theory, particularly in the liberal arts.
The search committee for dean of the School of Media
Ans will feature similar sessions with Dr. E. Lincoln James
of Washington State University on Feb. 17, Dr. Stuart
Sigman of Emerson College on Feb. 24 and Doreen
Bartoni, acting dean of Columbia's School of Media Arts,
on March 3.
A ll of the events wi ll be held at 3:30p.m. in the Concert
Hall of the M usic Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave. Faculty,
staff and students are invited to anend the sessions.

Student Center
Continued from Front Page
But, the sign that sits before the parking lot at 625 S.
Wabash Ave. shows a detailed drawing of what the new
bui lding, in w hich Buddy Guy 's would reside, w i ll
look like.
"Technically Advanced Oflicc Bui lding" i t reads.
"Full noor space available I Sam - Isabel Building I
Future Home of Buddy Guy's."
The sign reports that the building will be six stories
and wi ll occupy "65,000 GSF."
The contact information for Kevin Blinkai is listed,
but, when that number was called. an automnted voice
service stated his mailbox no longer existed.
Urian M oravec, the current general manager tor
Buddy Guy's, confi rmed that lllinkal no longer works
with the company. lie, too, was unaware of any

progress being made within the project.
"Buddy's talking with his lawyers and with Bert
Gall," M oravec said. " They're try ing to work out a
deal."
Regarding Columbia's plan for the student center,
Gall said the administration hasn't decided on a final
design for the building.
"I think they've changed their [plans] about the project they worked to develop,'' he said.
Meanwhile, Columbia students are stili waiting for
the student center that was prom ised to them years ago.
Shancll Oliver, a sophomore broadcast journalism
major, said that the center is long overdue.
" It's important that Columbia . .. accommodates its
students." she said.
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College honors Weisman winners
0
Scholarship named for former
Columbia faculty member
By Nicole Cara!!lannldes
Staff Writer
Currently on display in the Hokin Gallery is the artwork created by the 2002 recipients of the Albert P.
Weisman Memorial Scholarship. The Weisman
Scholarship is awarded annually to students in order to
offer financial support for their projects.
Albert P. Weisman was a Columbia trustee, worked
as a j ournalist and a publicist, and taught advertising at
Columbia His last job was teaching at the University
of Chicago.
"He loved students' enthusiasm, their creativity,
really just their zest for life," said his son, Tony
Weisman. "His passion in life was to help students, he
loved getting them internships, introductions, whatever it took."
Now the Albert P. Weisman Memorial Scholarship is
continuing his life's work. Since 1974, the scholarship
has been awarded to students in order to fund projects
relating to communication.
The awards are given to projects related to almost
any field of communication including creative writing,
photography, film, dance, advertising, journalism and
theater. The awarded scholarships, up to $3,000, can-

not exceed more than half the cost of the project.
Weisman explained that the scholarship is intended to
give the artist a helping hand while they do their work,
not fully support them.
On Feb. II a panel ofjudges went through the Hokin
Gallery to view all the exhibits and they will choose a
winner.
Among the art on display is a work titled "Cabrini
Green" by Kyle Higgins. It consists of a podium built
from bricks brought in from tom-down building that
were once part of the Cabrini Green housing project.
Sitting on the podium is a photo album filled with pictures of the housing project and some of its residents.
Theresa Bertocci 's work displays photographs of
Muslim women. In a letter that accompanies the photos, Bertocci explains that her exhibit "explores the
isolation, identity, and assimilation issues faced by
female Muslims in post-September U America."
Scholarship recipient Ben Gest's photography is not
in the gallery's exhibit because it is currently on display at the Museum of Contemporary Art.
Undergraduates and graduates students enrolled in
15 hours in the fall and spring are eligible to apply for
the Albert P. Weisman Memorial Scholarship.
Applications are available in the Student Activities
Office, Room 313, 623 S. Wabash Ave. The application deadline is April 7, 2003. The exhibition on display in the Hokin Gallery, 623 S. Wabash Ave., until
March 15.

SGA petitions for ·bus shuttle
0
Group encourages students to
voice their opinions, expectations
By Lisa Balde
Assistant News Editor
Columbia's first-ever Student Government
Association is kicking off the term with a new logo, a
petition to promote a schoolwide shuttle service arld a
forum to address student and faculty concerns.
These activities are the first in a series of efforts
planned by the SGA for the upcoming months to make
improvements to the campus and better inform students about their college.
.
Such initiatives come at a vulnerable time for the
SGA, after it experienced a deficiency in senate members and the resignation of its initial president, Klaas
Van Der Wey, within the SGA's first few months as an
organization last semester.
"(During] the first semester, we had to find our
ground ... and now we're ready to work," said SGA
Vice President Justin Kulovsek.
. And the work, according to Kulovsek, will start
March 6 at noon at the Ferguson Theater, 600 S.
Michigan Ave. for the SGA's first "speak-out."
At that time, the senate executive board, including
the SGA president, vice president, secretary and treasurer, will allow students and faculty to voice concerns
about any issue pertaining to the college.
" We want to know what the students want at
Columbia," said Gina Jiannuzzi, president of the SGA.
" We are going to give all of the students that are not
informed all of the answers they need."
The speak out will also serve as an advertisement for
Columbia President Dr. Warrick L. Carter's State ofthe
College address, an event that will be co-sponsored by
the SGA.
Carter's speech-which is scheduled for noon on
March 20 in the Ferguson Theater, 600 S. Michiganwill be aired, with the assistance of the Television
Department, on every TV monitor throughout the
school.
According to Kulovsek, Carter is expected to

address such topics as the long-awaited student center
and the capital campaign that has been set up to fund
it, as well as the development currently taking place,
which has been proposed throughout the campus.
After Carter's speech, students will be given a
chance to ask their president a few questions regarding
whatever is of particular interest to them.
According to Jiannuzzi, the event will only last an
hour, giving students a limited time frame to get questions answered.
During its last meeting on Feb. II, the senate also
solidified its interest in initiating a shuttle service to
transport students to different locations throughout
Columbia's campus with the start of a petition process
that is set to be completed by March 6, the date of the
SGA speak-out.
"In order for (the administration] to help us in any
way, they need to see proof that students will utilize the
shuttle," Jiannuzzi said. "I think it's relevant that we
have a petition."
By the said date, the senate wants to have signatures
from at least ten percent of Columbia's students, saying that a shuttle would benefit them and the rest of the
school. After the petitions are turned in to the administration regarding the new transportation system, details
including routes, the number of buses needed and bus
size, will be worked out.
A separate shuttle service may not need to be found,
though, if Columbia decides to switch security
providers. According to Jiannuzzi, SDI, Columbia's
current security provider, is coming to the end of their
contract with the school at the end of this semester.
If a new security service is hired, administrative officials may look toward those companies that offer transportation shuttles or even an escort system.
Also announced at its last meeting was the creation
of the student government's new logo. A simple, professional design, dominated by the SGA acronym,
replaced the previously used Columbia logo.
The SGA executive board said that it is eager to
accomplish tasks that will benefit the school and its
community of students, as well as to make their name
known among those who sti ll may not be aware that a
student government exists.

OASIS
·Continued from Front Page
dent organizations or classes is based on authorization.
Professors will be able to establish an online component of their class where they can post links to relevant
course informati·on and post syllabi and grades.
Eventually students will be able to handle many of the
admi·,;:;trative tasks ofcollege from anywhere they can
connect to the Internet.
Also, every member of the Columbia community
will have an e-mail account through OASIS, which
McMahon hopes will streamline communication
between the administration and students.
A help desk has been setup in the Hermann D.
Conaway Center at the site of the Internet Cafe that is
also new this semester. The college plans to have registration take place in a controlled environment in May
at the cafe instead of at individual departments.
"We hope that online registration will be a refuge
from lining up in the halls," Dare said. The process is
detailed in a mailing that was sent out the week before
the Spring Semester began to students who registered
early, McMahon said. In it, students were provided
with their new number and their e-mail address. The
new system will replace students' social security number with a shorter identification number, which also

will be used as the login for OASIS, but not for theemail.
"Some of this technology will actually drive the
actual policies and procedures," Dare said. One immediate benefit will be the standardization of e-mail
accounts. "We have a thousand or so part time facu lty
that were disconnected because we never knew their email addresses," she said. The department is also working with an outside payment plan company to arrange
for students to pay their tuition on a I0-month plan.
Dominic Cottone, director of the Office of Student
Leadership, already has plans for OASIS. He is administering a group for the Student Government
Association and will use the lessons learned from that
project to proceed in establishing groups for other student organizations. Cottone hopes to set up a group for
each individual organization on campus.
This would benefit involvement in student organizations because sometimes students can't make the meetings or don't want to be too involved, he said. "The
ultimate goal is being able to have the SGA inform the
entire student body by e-mail," he said.
" I think [OASIS] is opening new doors," Cottone
said.

Georgia Evdoxiadis
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Don't pretend you' ve never seen it. It's the show that
you love to hate (now that "Jerry Springer" is so passe),
and it's getting Super Bowl-size ratings for its deceptionthemed "reality" premise. It's "Joe Millionaire."
You're still pretending like you don't know what it is.
OK, I'll humor you.
The premise of the story is simple: There are 20
women, who are really pretty and really stupid. They
think their prince charming has $50 million, but he's
really a construction worker (sort of- If he's a real construction worker, he probably got fired for taking three
months off work).
He has to pick one of the 20 women, but none of them
really know what he's picking them for because he
seems a couple millennia away from marriage. Yet it also
seems like going on this show is a drastic way to get a
·date with a construction worker.
Now it's down to two women. So he picks this woman
Zora, who seems the least likely to care if he's really a
"large machine operator," or whatever. And they're theoretically going to live happily ever after, or at least date
for a couple of weeks until the furor dies down.
'Wait,' you're thinking, 'it's Monday, so how does she
know that Zora is the "winner"? ' I don 't like to reveal
my secrets, but it's really not all that complicated. You' re
a Columbia student; you've heard of it-It's called editing.
The editing is so bad, so clearly biased in favor of
everyone else, that it's totally Zora. Plus, I read it in the
Globe.
But anyway. My idea is for the next show. The whole
premise of this show is that women are so materialistic,
so money-hungry that they will eventually be crushed to
find out that their beau only makes $19,000 a year.
So what about the guys? If we automatically assume
that women have a flaw, characteristic of their sex, that
will keep them from mates who would normally be perfect for them, then guys must have a comparable characteristic.
I propose that the next show be called "Jane
Gorgeous."
There are 20 men competing for the attention of a
woman they all think is a model. She looks sexy, fantastic- but she's not. Maybe they pad her bra, plump up her
lips and slap on a few pounds of Mary Kay.
Then, after the men meet and talk to the interesting
and intelligent woman, they are eliminated, one by one.
In the last show, she wipes off all the makeup, takes out
the fake boobs and lets it all hang loose. Will the man
stay or will hF run screaming?
That would be some real "reality" TV.
And, for once, we'd get to make fun of all the superficial male tendencies.
"Joe Millionaire" is a great example of a show that
mocks stereotypes for being stereotypes. "Will and
Grace" is another. People just love to laugh at the flaming gay man, but it sure doesn't do much to alleviate
prejudices. Ditto catty women fighting over ball gowns
and drooling over jewelry.
When was the last time you saw something that really
made fun of men for only dating hot women? Not that
there is no humor in the subject.
Recently, when some male work friends who
are ... ahem, less than hot.. .listed some of their requirements for potential mates, I couldn't help but laugh.
"She's gotta be fit: skinny, but not too skinny," suggests one s lightly pudgy guy with a bit of an ·acne problem.
"With big breasts," adds another friend, who happens
to be wearing a silky Chinese dragon shirt.
" Long, blond hair, but not too fake-looking," agrees
the balding, 38-year-old bartender who lives with his
parents.
This is suspiciously starting to sound a great deal like
a description of a Victoria's Secret model. One of the
men said that he absolutely cannot stand it when a
woman wears tennis shoes. It looks so sloppy, he said.
This is the same man we<!ring a Chinese dragon shirt
with black jeans, white socks and black leather dress
shoes.
But what he's looking for in a woman is clearly not
what he's prepared to offer. He's just got his standards,
and they are pretty high (no pun intended). The woman
of his dreams is a blind hottie.
Either that, or she's a fantastically gorgeous woman
who spends much of her time worrying about what she
looks like but little of it caring about the appearance of
her boyfriend: Very, very little of it.
But above all, by far the most important requirement
is th is: She can't be only interested in money.
That would be superficial.
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DRUM CIRCLE

DON'T MIS S ...

Bring your own percussiOil Instruments!
WHEN: 1· 3 p.m. Tuesday, February 18
WHERE: Holdn Gallery. 623 S. W8basll

TRADITION BEARERS SERIES
Presented by Columbia's Center for Black Mu&lo Reseatch
Visit w~h jazz masters Von Freeman, Jodie Chtlstlan and

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

Dr. Burt•• Gardner,

and musiC critiC: Howard R.Jch.

Talent sllowease featurir>e a diversity of musical genres.
WHEN: 7 p.m., Wednesday, February 19
WHERE: Columbia Concert Hall, 1014 S. Michigan

WHEN: 11:30 a.m., TUesday, February 18
WHERE: Hermann Conaway Center. 1104 S. Wabash
Visit w~ gospel queen Albertina Walker and cultural historian Dr.

~rcaret

lklrrou&~~s.

ORBERT DAVIS SEXTET
Performs "The Roots of Jau. •

WHEN: 11:30 a.m., TUesday, Febnwy 25
WHERE: Hokln Annex, 623 S. Wabash

WHEN : 6 p.m.. Thursday, Februaty 20
WHERE: Columbia Concert Hall

FREE
f'C*Irt~.- o.t.by·--~-

....

~CWIC( ... IIMI«tff~

tofN~.wtfll'tt tlbolt Oww«/~

DANCE PARTY- STEPPERS' SET
Featuring OJ. Wali Muhammad from V103.
WHEN: 8 p.m. Thur5day, February. 20
LOCATION: Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash, 1st noor

THE BIRTH OF JAZZ
The Chicago Jazz Ensemble, the Internationally renowned jazz orcheWtlln
residence at Columbia College ChlcaiiO. founded by the leta William Rlluo,
and Joilnny f'l1p.
performs ~ Orieenw!yle jazz fuaturlng ,.._
WHEN & WHERE: Vllrious da!es. times end lo<:.UOOS around ChlcaColend. VIsit
.......,,ehQau.com or call 312-344-6246.

*"-'

BIG MOUTH OPEN MIC SERIES
Open Mic 6:30 • 8:30 p.m.

At 9 p.m.. Donnie performs songs from 'The Colored Sectlon. •
WHEN: 6 p.m.. Friday, Februaty 21
WHERE: Conaway Ca<tter. U04 S. Wabash

HOW MUCH: $16

VISIT HTTP:// WWW. COLUM .EDU / BLACKHISTORY/ FOR A COMPLETE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
PROGRAM~

SUOJ£C1 TO CHANG[ WIHtOU f NOTICE. Pl£ASE CAU TO CONFIRM OC NERAl INFORMATION NU MO [R, J12· J•4·7411 .

I'I!Jfl•" ,_,,,.,.lOt ,,_I'Owe1 ot 111-.r• Mutlt' • • Colu.fnbj• CoH.,• Ctllcllrfc)'l 01\o!t loll ol SI!HIINII A.rta ltl , ,,_ Otb oi l'- Pt•tldfilf, t.-,.,tn~l ot Mullc.',
C•IIIIH fof n/at;lt M11U:: lf•t•Mcfl, l~tlltl lm•fll Ol I nflllh, f>tJO.IIII..,..ll Ol H• llo. IUI~>e• Attic. Chlc. .ll, Columbia Cul,.,a lltH• r. C .S$-1, and 00t

Chk'.

lul/ut•l l'alft ..ll lh• Ct•IC. ,Q ()ljlltfiW•UI of Cu/1!11111 At(a/11, IINI f)u't ltlll• Mu . .OJIII of Altlc• t AmiHicMI 11/tfOfy Mill Itt. Mui. WII M Cottltm!PO'•Y All
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$7.75
Student Rate
A.M. or P.M.
Also Visit our two other locations:
722 S. Wabash ($7. 75) and
11 E. Balbo ($7.75)

Enter the 7th Street Garage,
"COLLEGE COMMUTER CONTEST''
by visiting tis online at. ..

www.columbiachronicle.com
w-m a FREE MONTH of parking
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U n d e r g r a d u a t e

Academic Excellence Award
$3000 for one academic year ($1500
awarded in Fall, 2002 and $1500
awarded in Spring 2003). This scholarship is for full-time students with a 3.0
cumulative grade point average and at
least 12 credit hours earned at
Columbia College Chicago.

Deadline: March 14, 2003
Applications are available at:
Student Financial Services ,
600 S. Michigan, Room 303
Office of Enrollment Management,
600 S. Michigan, Room 300
Academic Advising,

623 S. Wabash, Room 300

Students

A

t

David Rubin Trustees'
Scholarship

Hermann Conaway
Scholarship

$2000 for one academic year
($1000 awarded in Fall. 2002. and
$1000 awarded in Spring, 2003).

$2000 for one academic year
($1000 awarded in Fall. 2002 and
$1000 awarded in Spring, 2003).

This scholarship is for fuiHime out.
standing students to defray tuition
costs. Scholarship awards are
based on academic achievement
and demonstration of financial
need.

This scholarship is for full-time outstanding student s who have
demonstrated leadership ability
on Columbia's campus or beyond.

$2500 maximum award per
academic year ($1250 awarded in
Fall, 2002 and $1250 awarded in
Spring, 2003). This scholarship helps
medically and financially challenged
students complete an undergraduate
degree. (Part-time students are
eligible to apply.)

Deadline: March 14, 2003

Deadline: April 1, 2003

Deadline: April 1, 2003

Thaine Lyman Scholarship

Hillary Kalish ScholarShip

$1000 maximum award for the
Fall, 2002 semester. This scholarship Is for full-t ime television students who have at least 24 credit
hours earned at Columbia.

Deadline: March 14,2003

www.colum.edu/ scholarshlps

Cohsmbtc\ Collcgr- Cllicflgo ~mit'S i ludf:ms wiUtoUt 1egur~ lo 11ge. color. creed. Sh, !elition. ~nndicap. disat~lllty. s ext leti oncf'1tOtFon, ilnd (18tloNJ! or e!tmk origm.
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Meet the Family...
Generous discounts for Higher Education customers make t he outsta.nding new PowerBook family a strong value.

TI1e ground breaking 15" PowerBook G4, new

The world's first 17" notebook ( Ornputer
milioculously engineered Into a stullning 1" thi n package.

The new 12" Powe1 Book ..... the world 's
srnallest. lfghtest full -featured notebook

St~rting

Starting at S 1,699.00

available with the DVO.·burning SuperD11ve.
Starting at $2,1 99.00

at $3,149.00

... and the Relatives.
Apple's Higher Education discounts extend to our entire product line, including the award-w inning iPod and stylish iMac.
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iPod

eMac

IBook

IMac

Power Mac

Starting at $269.00

Starting at $929.00

Starting at $949.00

Starting at $1 ,249.00

Starting at $ 1,«9.00

And the Higher Education discount from Apple is not just good for hardware, but all the software you need as well.

Keynote

Microsoft Office v.X

l<t'Yn•>t"' rr'\bltt'\ il .t \IMP to l ttitll' (l)lnfWIIInf)
pt rwnr .,tlt~l"~\ with p rofl!o;-;lollc'll·cblltmr th~mu:;,

and beautiful t h11 ts nnd table,

A fully native program designed speclfrcalty for M<>< OS X
th•t harnesses the power of Offo«. the simplicity 01
M,><u>tn•h. •ncl thu ··• •blllty ol lJNIX. Office v. X ;,
c.urnJ>IIt•l>l" w•th Ofllc.' ~P for Ml<:m.<<>lt Wl<•dow<.

EduCAtion Prlc• • $79.00

tduc•tlon Prl«t • $199.95

razor

ioh~rp texl , < in~matic:·quality

tr.-ni.•tlons.

I
1

1

•

I
1

Final Cut Express

ilife

wtwt twr V''ll'ffl i1 cJiqllal Vlcli'n flllthU\I~s.l . n ""'''II
busin"" vki'W d!rVtloper, or .n vvenl vldoogr•pllf!t',
Ap~l.., new f•oturo rich DV odltlng softwnlf Is

s.., wh•t 1\JI)po!nl wh~n vou tok•foltrM t-o~brMd

dt•WJnf'd lr>r yttu

muhhlltidln ,oppllcotlans 11\Jnn IPhotu.IMo>vlot.llnd
l(lVO ollld ln1 ~1rntu tlwtr> ><l thllt lh"Y \Y\'llk l(l<jlltl>+t
'I •J,unluot'dy

Education Prlco • $249.00

Eduutlon Prlc• • $.49.00

1

•'
i

I

IJ

The Apple Store co) Columbia College
Get your student discount a t:

r,,Jl ', W.d,o~·.lt . '•1111• · .' !l ' •

l' lt•>ll<' ; 1.' '1 1 ~;1\\ · \1

#1 ttp:/ / www.co/um . e:•clc1 I c1pp/c\ t on• 1
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You have wandered fi)fi~long.'

The Online

Administrative Student Information System,

Columbia~s

new online portal, was launched on February 10!

A letter with your Columbia College Chicago e-mail address,
log-on name, and password was recently sent to you.

with OASIS, you can:
>>view College-wide announcements and a calendar of events
>>check your transcript and course schedule
>>review and manage tuition, billing, and financial aid
>>access course information, syllabi and assignments
>>use e-mail to communicate with professors,
administrators, classmates, and friends

>> register for classes online
The Oasis Help Desk is in the Hermann D. Conaway Center
at 1104 South Wabash. Call312-344-7788 for assistance.

Visit http:ljoasis.colum.edu to learn more.

co·![; · ·
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Another tight year for student aid
0
Bush plan would erase
shortfall in Pell Grants, but
many programs would receive
no increases

1---------------------

By Stephen Burd
Chronicle of Higher Education
WASHINGTON- President Bush 's 2004 budget request
for federal student aid programs directs virtually all avai lable new money toward w iping out a lingering problem: a
budget shortfall . in the Pell Grant program. The spending
plan would el iminate a couple of financial aid programs
outright and leave most other college-related programs at
their current budget levels.
Under the president's proposal, which was released last
week, spending on Pell Grants would increase by $1.9 billion. to $12.7 billion. But because that money would be
used to erase the program's budget defic it, the maximum
grant would remain at $4,000.
U.S. Education Department officials said the president's
request would enable 4 .9 million students to receive Pell
Grants, a million more than were in the program when the
Bush administration began. Pell Grants are the government's primary source of grants for low-income students.
"The substantial funding increase we are seeking will help
millions of needy fam ilies pay for higher education and give
millions of students the opportunity to pursue their educational goals and make the most of their potential," said U.S.
Secretary of Education Roderick R. Paige.
College lobbyists and student advocates, however, were
extremely disappointed that none of the additional money
the president has proposed for Pell Grants would go toward
rai sing the maximum grant. which continues to lose its purchasing power at a time when tuitions, particularly at public
colleges. are rising steeply. They also challenged the depart-

Fraternity suspended
for connection
with goose death
0
Arrested students charged
with felony cruelty to animals;
conviction carries a penalty of three
months of community service and
one year in jail
By Diane Suchetka
Knight Ridder Newspapers
( KRT Campus), CHARLOTTE, N.C .- The
international governing board of Kappa Sigma
fraterni ty suspended its Davidson College chapter
Feb. 5.
The punishment stands at least until the board
completes an investigation into the arrests of
seven fraternity members or p ledges charged with
felonies in the beating death of a goose .
The college has already suspended the chapter.
The board's action means that Davidson 's 64
Kappa Sigmas cannot meet soc ia lly or do anything in the name o f the fraternity, said Mitchell
Wilson, executive director o f Kappa Sigma's 205
chapters in the United States and Canada.
The fraternity 's Supreme Executive Committee
also agreed it would vote next month on whether
to revoke the charter of the Davidson chapter.
That would close the house for at least two years.
" It is probably one of the mos t scrio W~ moment~
we have in the life of a chapter in Kappa Sigma
fraternity," Wilson ~aid .
'1he fraternit y al ' o continue~ 10 investigate
whether the students were requ ired to ki ll the
goose to become chapter members.
Six of the 'Ieven st ud ent~ arrested were joini ng
the frate rnity. '1he llCvcnth wa.~ a fu ll member.
'1hey were charged with fe lony cruelty to an imal8 and con~piracy to commit crue lty to animals.
Conviction of felony cruelty to animals carries a
penalty of three mo~th~ o f community service or
up to 12 months o f Jail tunc , dcpcncl ruK on prior
rewrd
~or thc•.c ki nd' o f c rime ~. tlru•rc with 110 record
~an app ly lor deferred pms ccu riun, a •rpec ial ver"i"n of p111hation thM ranges fro m s ix rrrrurth•r to
lwtl y earn and often inc ludcn community •rervi,c.
All OK: vcn have bc(n re leased un bonds o f'
\I \ IJIJ{J tt1 ~2/J ,()IJIJ . 'fire beating death occurred 111
l' r11nc vc lt WiiMm l'ark in l l!tvid~o n , police nid .

ment's assertion that the budget request would increase the
numberof studentsservedby theprogram. By devoting the Maximum Pcll Grant
money to paying off the shortfall, they said, the president is
not actually increasing the number of grants, but instead Byllscal ~'llaf
reimbursing the government for grants it has already
awarded.
"The administration would like to portray this as a boon
for needy students when in reality these additional funds
would cover only those grants that have already been provided," said Kate L. Rube, h igher education adviser for the
'" ¢?'' ;,:·~ $2,400
State Public Interest Research Groups. "Just as students
don't receive extra credit for doing the absolute minimum in
'93 . ....,..~ $2,300
their assignments, the president shouldn't expect extra cre~
it for a budget that proposes doing what the government 1s
"94
~ $2,300
already supposed to do."
Deficits have plagued the Pell Grant program over the
'9~ ~ '"!t 2,340
past two years as demand for the grants has far exceeded
expectations.
Student aid experts believe that the growth in demand
for the grants is a result of a feeble ~conomy: which ~
driven many recent graduates to contmue the1r education
rather than look for jobs, and has led others who have been
laid off or unable to fi nd em ployment to enroll in shortterm job-training programs to upgrade their sk ills.
Some supporters o f the administration say the lobbyists
$3,126
should not look a gift horse in the mouth. They note that "OO flr"~raF'~$3,aOO
the $1.9 billion request for Pe ll Grants is one of the largest
budgetary increases that the president is seeking in any
non entitlement program outside of the Defense
Department.
"The bottom line is that the president's budget pumps
another $1.9 billion into Pelt Grants at a time when most
other domestic programs are being flat-funded or cut.
That's 'billion,' with a 'B'," said Rep. John A. Boehner,
the Ohio Republican who is chairman of the House of
Representatives Education and the Workforce Committee .
Soorce: tLS.. fru~ Oep;;ttJTent
"In a time of war, economic turmoil and limited L._ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ ____J
resources, this is an achievement education lobbyists
Craphic courtesy of the Chronicle of Higher Educatron
ought to be applauding."

--~~--··

Beware the dangers of over-exercising
0
Working out too much can
come from an unhealthy obsession
with f itness, experts say
By Jeyllng Chou
Daily Bruin (U. California-Los Angeles)

--------------------~--·

of

"Over-exercising is a symptom
something else :hat the student might
be struggling with,"
- William Parham,
associate director of clinical services
at Student Psychological Services

(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES-Vinh Lam, a fourth-year
Univers ity of Cal ifornia-Los Angeles economics student desire to be healthy.
works out up to three hours a day, s ix days a :-"ee~. .
- "We can disguise our obsessions under the guise of
H1s exerc rse regrmen 1s d1vrded between werghthfhng, being fit because it is a socially acceptable way to
cardio and abdominal exercises.
purge," said Sheri Barke, a registered dietician at the
Jessica Reid, a third-year political sc ie nce and Arthur Ashe Student Health and Wellness Center.
Spanish student, visits the gy~ up to fiv~ t! mes a week.
"It's like a drug that gives you that short-term quick
Her w~rkouts consrst of resrstance trarnrng, wo rk on fi x, but it's not really d eal ing with the underlying issues."
an exerc1se ba ll, and cardro. .
.
.
For the over-exerc iser, those e ndless hours at the gym
L.am .refuses to sacrrfice hr s. workout ro utrne for h1s may not only indicate insecurity in body image, but
socral l.rfe. After a party.. he mrght s ull head over to 24 deeper emotional or spiritual problems.
I lour Frtne~s for~ late-nrght workout.
"Over-exercising is a sym ptom of something else that
Meanwhrle, Rerd puts press ure on. herse lf to s tay fit the s tudent mi ght be struggli ng with," said William
because of her JOb as a physrcal trarner, and becomes Parham associate director of clinical services at Student
depressed when s he is. unable to work out.
Psychoiogica l Services.
A.re t.hese fitness-!"rndcd colle~;:e students models of
"It can be problematic, but rarely is it the proble m."
dedrcatron orborderrng o n obsess ro n?
Excess ive time spent in the gym may become a means
. Ove~-exerc r srng. can be a resuhof an unhealthy obses- of self~aflirrnation or a way to avoid dealing with probs ro .n wnh fitness . fh~ facto~s wh rch can cause th rs con- !ems in other aspects of life.
drtr on are. becom rng. rnc;ea~ r ngl y preva l~r~t.
"It's a coping mechanism or a n escape used in o rder to
Accordrng to UCLA s Student Nutrrt ron Awurcncss numb themse lves from the stress in their life," Barke
Campaign websi te, 7 5 percent of collcilc-a!lc wom.en said. "It 's important to use exercise as an outlet to stress,
an~ 43 p7rcent of co llege-age men arc drssat rsficd wrth but not to the point that you're using it to the extreme."
thc.'r bodr~s .
.
. .
.
Over-exercising is p laced in the same c lass as eating
Some thrnk s ocre tal pressures added to tlus drssat1 sfnc - disorders like bulimia and anorexia where individuals
tion may be jnst enough to push someone o~er the edge. deny themselves of adequate nutrition by restrictive eatUnder the shadow of l lo llywood '!"d nerghbu~cd by ing bclmviors.
For men, the term "bigorexia" describes a condition
Bel A rr, UC' l.A s tudents may be espec rnlly s usceptr ble ro
these pressu res.
known as muscle dysmorphia. which arises from a delu. :· I.~s. Ange!es is th e huh .or ph~s!eul ntlraction," suid s io nnl preucc upntion w ith body image and size.
l·.hsa Icrry, frtne ss ms rructr on trurnrng program marmg"Oigorexia is n kind of reverse anorexia," Barke said.
cr for UC LA Kecreution. "The re 's an emphasi s o n how "The person views h irnsdf tiS not being b ig enough even
you look here."
though to everyone around him, he 's obviously very
Over-exercisi ng may a lso he n result of un unaware- muscular."
·
nes~ '! f'the.recl!mmcmled levels of fitn ess and the way to
l lidden psychological issues tlmt muy lend somcune t<>
cxercrsc ellectrvcly.
compulsive exercise tire aiSl' pairud with physicn l con" lf'rhey don 't know the elTectivc way to exercise, it 's sequences.
like they 're s pinning their whee ls, " Terry said. "This
Someone who over-exercises 11111)' exp<·ricnce B loss of
cnu ld !cud lu un injury wh ich could dovustulo the pc:rsun coord lnntiun, lrrc:gulnr s lc:cpi nlf pnllcrns, f.!IIStrolntc:st in"l
eve n more."
di stu rbnnccs , nnd 11 weukcnctl llniiiUIIC system.
The must dllll!!erous uspee t uf !:IJlnflllls lvo exorcise Is
tire cuse w it h which it cull go unrecol!rllzed . The CUlldlS ~
9
llwr Cllll he cusi ly h illtlcn hy llll Olll phMIS un fltliCSS ur 11
•
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Prozac campus
0
More students seek
counseling and take psychiatric
medication
By Jeffrey R. Young ·
Chronicle of Higher Education
It's almost trendy to have psychological problems, said Eve Kidd. The first-year graduate student in journalism at the University of Missouri at
Columbia says she has at least I 0 friends who
take Prozac or a similar antidepressant, and she
herself has sought counseling.
"In high school, my friends would compare
whether they were on Zoloft or Paxil or Prozac,"
Kidd said. "One of my friends had a key chain
that said 'Smile if you took your Prozac today."'
Recent studies and surveys confirm a sharp rise
in the number of college students taking psychiatric medication, with an increasing number of
students already diagnosed with depression and
other psychological problems coming to campuses. And more students than ever are using campus
mental-health services, leading some colleges to
hire more counselors over the past few years.
College officials are also reporting a rise in
more severe mental-health problems, such as
bipolar disorder.
Hoping to identif'y students who need help but
might not seek it themselves, some colleges are
training professors and resident assistants to identif'y signs of psychological disorders, and they are
coordinating efforts of various student services to
help keep students from slipping through the
cracks.
Some see the rise in reported mental-health
problems as a sign that co llege has become more
stressful, as more students juggle work, academics, extracurric ular activities and complicated
family issues.
But others worry that some students are popping pills unnecessarily, or that they are taking
drugs without also seeking therapy to work
through underlying problems.
"We want quick fixes to things, and we don't
want to take the time to develop long-term relationships with people," said Gertrude C. Carter,
director of psychological services for students at
Bennington College. "We work against having
medication used in the Olympics," she said, so
why should medication be a llowed to "increase
performance in school"?

encing more stress, more anxiety, more depression than they were a decade ago," said Sherry A.
Benton, assistant director of training at Kansas
State University's counseling center, who led the
study. "Over the years, college has come to feel
more competitive, and it's a bigger struggle financially to get through college. I think those are
probably big factors."
In a national survey of counseling directors at
283 colleges, 95 percent reported seeing more students on psychiatric medication than in previous
years. Most colleges reported that about, 18 to 20
percent of those who sought counselmg were
already on medication.
Elite colleges report a greater share of students
on psychiatric drugs than other institutions, said
Robert P. Gallagher, who led the survey of counseling directors. Gallagher was the director of the
University of Pittsburgh's counseling center for
25 years, and continues as a psychologist at the
center. He points out that elite colleges offer' a
broader range of mental-health services, which
could account for the difference.
Of the 2,000 students who sought counseling at
Harvard University last year, for instance, more
than 1,000 received a prescription for an antidepressant, according to a report in the May 2002
issue of Psychology Today.
"There is definitely a rise in the instances of
mental-health prob lems," said David S.
Rosenthal, the director of Harvard University's
health services.
Like many othe r colleges, Harvard has
increased its staff to deal with the demand, adding
five full-time positions to its counseling center in
the past four years, bringing the number to about
23, Rosenthal said.

Proportion of counselora sooiQg m()le
students wlth severe ~holo&Jcal
problems:

Seeking Help
A study published this month in Professional
Psychology: Research and Practice highlights the
changes that co llege counseling centers have
faced in the past decade. For the study, which is
one of the largest of its kind, campus mentalhealth officials at Kansas State University care.fully tracked the types of cases they saw from
1989 to 2001.
During that period, the number of students with
depression doubled, and the proportion of students taking psychiatric medication rose from I 0
percent to 25 percent. The number of suicidal students tripled.
"A big part of it i.s that students just are ex peri-

Source•Annual Survey of Counseling Cenler Direclors
Graphic by Valrice Cheslnul
Artwork courtesy of Chronicle of Higher Education

Over-exercising
.ConUnued from Page 8
"The body just gets rundown and overused so
that the exercise program becomes ineffective,"
Terry said. "All you're doing is tearing the body
down and you' re not giving enough time for it to
recover and build back up."
Women who exercise an unhealthy amount may
have irregular periods and severe bone loss due to
a drop in estrogen.
Too much exercise can lower testosterone levels
in men, resulting in problems with sexlJ!ll function.
Individuals who exercise compulsively often
ignore injuries and bodily warning signals that
.
they are going too far.
"Exercising a lot may be a sign of some kmd of

eating disorder or body image disturbance," said
Christina Miller, coordinator of the behavioral
medicine program at the Ashe Center.
"It would be good to talk to a counselor to see
what their motivations were for doing it."
The physical and academic pressures of college
may lead to health problems in students trying to
achieve too much.
"We try to get people to move their bodies and
exercise not for what they can do to change their
physical appearance, but for what they can learn
about themselves," Terry said. "Physical activity
provides a huge amount of confidence. We try to
get people to see that."
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Northwestern U. foreign
students wary of tracking
0
Mandated
SEVIS is part of the
USA PATRIOT Act-in
place after Sept. 11
hijackers used fake
student visas

national security threats but
resents the inconvenience of
the new system.
" It definitely makes me feel
a little uneasy, being tracked
down," he said.
NU's international students
are being notified of regulation changes in e-mails and
information sessions by the
By Elaine Helm
International Office, Shankar
Daily Northwestern
said.
"It' s not so much of a
(U-WIRE) EVANSTON, Ill. change in the information
-As the Saturday deadline being reported as in the reportapproached for universities to ing requirements,". he said.
implement a new international
But some students said they
student tracking program, wish they knew more about
some
of
Northwestern what kind of information the
Univers ity's 1,700 internation- university is sharing with the
al students said the system government.
makes them fee l inconve"The information they give
nienced, distrusted and even us through the International
unwanted.
Office is really superficial,"
" It's so vague-what kind Andrianis sai d. " We don't
of information they want from really know what information
us," said Grigorios Andrianis, that's related to us is funneled
a McCormick junior from to the [Department of]
Greece. "Everything you say Homeland Security. They
or do could make a differ- claim it's just academic inforence."
mation , like what classes
we're taking, but we really
"If you ever see me don't know."
Tina Valkanoff, president of
you' 11 know why
College Democrats and former
president of ACLU-NU, said
they stopped me.
understands why the govI'm kind of dark and she
ernment collects basic inforI have a goatee. I'm mation, such as addresses and
statuses. But she
the perfect suspect." enrollment
questions the relevance of students' employment status and
- Jawdat Sha 'sha 'a majors.
"It im plies to me that the
government is looking very
The information manage- closely at these students in
ment program, called the areas that don't necessarily
Student and Exchange Visitor have anything to do with their
Information System, was immigration status," said
implemented at NU in Valkanoff, a Weinberg senior.
December, said Ravi Shankar,
Since 911 1, international studirector of the Inte rnational dents have received many
Office. Congress mandated forms of special treatment limSEVIS as part of the USA iting the freedoms that
PATRIOT Act after several American students take for
hijackers in the Sept. II granted,
sa id
Jawdat
attacks were found to have Sha'sha'a, Andrianis' roomexpired student visas.
mate. Sha'sha'a, a Jordanian
Shankar sa id the system citizen, was detained and interrequires his office to report viewed at O' Hare International
information about internation- Airport immediately after 9/ 11
al students directly to the gov- by
Immigration
and
ernment. Students are required Naturalization Service agents.
to update certain information
"If you ever see me you' ll
within 21 days of any change, know why they stopped me.
including their academic pro- I'm kind of dark and I have a
grams, full- or part-time sta- goatee. I'm the perfect sustus, off-campus employment pect," said Sha'sha 'a, a
and schoo l addresses. Students McCormick junior considering
who don' t comply risk losing a transfer to Weinberg College
their visa status.
of Arts and Sciences- which
McCormick sophomore Zh i he half-jokingly said he would
Chuen Tan said when he soon report to the International
attends job fa irs, he finds Office.
Sha'sha'a said the frequent
employers often immediately
disregard him after learning he airport searches do not bother
him too much, although he
is from Malaysia.
"The first question they ask said it is "kind of a curse these
you is not ' What' s your days to be from the Middle
major? ' or 'What's your East." If SEVIS had existed
GPA ?'" he said. "The first when he was choosing where
question they ask you is, 'Are to go to college, however, he
you a U.S. citizen?"'
might have stayed home.
Tan reported to SEVIS last
"If I were going to just start
week when he was chosen for my education career, I would
a summer internship with reconsider coming here," he
Cummings Power Generation said. "The education is worth
in Minneapolis. He said he it. But...l feel kind of conunderstands the need to reduce strained."

Visit us online
ww'w.columbiachronicle.com
•·

Tuesday,Februa~l8

1:00-3:00 pm
Holdn Annex

623 S. Wabash, 1st floor
Featuring Maater Drummer

Nick AtvflftZ

CONTACT PERSON: TANYA RE&D, 312.344.7188
I'ARTICU1AHTS ARiii liiHCOURAGiiiD TO IRING THiiiiR OYH DRUhf OR
l'liRCUSSIOH IHSTRUhfliiHTS. THIS liiVIiiHT IS OltliiH TO ALL COLUhfiiA
COLLiiGii STUDiiHTS, STAFF AHD FACULTYI THIS IS A CULTURAL
C.A.T. liiVIiHT. I'ICK
C.A.T. CARD AT THii HOKIH CliHTiiR.
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OPEN MIC
Friday, February 21, 2003
Show Time 6:30pm - 8:30pm
Open Mic Sign Up 6pm-6:30pm in Conaway Center
First-come , first-serve. One person in your group
must be a Columbia student w/ Spring 2003 ID
Featuring :hJNNiE from Atlanta. Georgia
performing songs from his debut album,
"The Colored Section" D<lhN<: live@ 9pm
Hosted by SONNY DAZE

For admission you must present
a valid spring 2003 College 10 .
Performance Guidelines: At least one person
in the performance group must be a Columbia
College Chicago Student with a valid spring
2003 Columbia College 10.
Band Equipment Provided: The Conaway will
provide a standard drum kit, one keyboard
with one amp, one bass amp, one guitar amp
and three vocal mics for band participants.

:

' ..1

'

Funded by Student Activities Fees Sponsored
by Hokio Center a division of Student Affairs
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Columbia Co l lege Chicago Urban Arts Festival

L

May 22

M

f rom graduating senior students
C•SPACES is accepting demo submissions from bands and solo
musical artists. Selected artists will be featured at Manifest03
on May 22, 2003 at outdoor sound stages around campus.

DEMO SUBMISSION DATE: March 12, 2003
DROP OFF: Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash

DEMO SUBMISSION CRITERIA
> At least one member of the group must be

of graduating senior status (the complet ion of
90 credits or more). We prefer that the enti re
group be comprised of Columbia students.
> Demo must be on a CD, video or audio tape
and of good sound and/ or visual quality.
> Demos must be clearly labeled with the title
of group, contact number and e-mail address.
> Submitted demos will not be returned.

Artists selected will be posted at
the Hokin Annex March 14, 2003

February 17, 2003
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Graduation

Need
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Ticketsl
Graduation applications must be submitted
by February 28, 2003 in order to receive 6 tickets.

Applications submitted after February 28, 2003
will receive 4 tickets.
Apply in the Academic Advising Office,
Room 300, 623 S. Wabash.
A division of student affairs.

Attention All Journalism
Students, Photojournalists
& Editorial Cartoonists!

~
'
~ Columbta
;: c

1. 1. ,.: .,
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c

H •

c ,, .; o

Applications for the 2003-2004
John Fischetti Scholarship are
now available in the Journalism
Department, Suite 1300,
624 S. Michigan Ave.
All full-time Columbia College students,
including graduate students, who specialize
in print or broadcast journalism, photojournalism , editorial art or political cartooning, are
eligible to apply. Awards are based on academic merit, financial need and service in the
student's speciality (i.e., internships, work on
student publication or productions). Twentyone scholarships, up to $2,000 each, were
awarded for 2002-2003.

THE APPUCATION DEADUNE IS
APRIL 1 2003
I

GLASS curtain GAllERY
1104 S. Wabash
Chicago, IL 60605

''Wit of America's First Ladies"
New Installations by Barbara Bansley

March 26 - May 2. 2003
Reception
Friday, March 28. 2003, 5 - 8pm
Gallery Hours:
M/ TH lOam - 7pm
T/ W/F 10am - 5pm
SA by appointment
tel: 312.344.6650

Sponsored by C Spaces / Glass Curta:n
Gallcry,a diVision of Student Affwrs.
Funded in part by student acuvity fees.
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Columbia Chronicle Editorials

AIDS epidemic needs real-life depiction
Between 850,000 and 950,000 people are
currently infected with HIV in the United
States, according to a report comp iled by the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
· An .estimated 36 million people are infected
worldwide.
The AIDS epidemic is bigger than ever,
which puts more people at risk. And as the
virus evolves and mutates, it becomes harder
to initially diagnose.
For the first time since 1993, an increase was
found in the number of A IDS cases diagnosed,
according to the CDC. Such a statistic proves
the lack of education concerning the degree of
danger the disease poses, specifically in the
growing number of people engaging in unsafe
sex. As a result, the issue of "AIDS complacency" is becoming more of a problem.
Many people still perceive AIDS as a problem that exists only in other countries. But the
truth is not only does AIDS exist in America,
it is also incurable and the epidemic is getting
worse.
One reason for this is that HIV can go undetected if not tested in its initial stages. Many
times. it takes on the symptoms of a common
cold. Because of factors such as this, there are
an estimated 280,000 people living in America
unaware that they are infected with HIV.
With so many preventative measures on the
market for sexually transmitted diseases, it is
astonishing that so many people are still getting infected. Such devices can protect people
if used properly.

However, protection is not perfect, and testing still needs to be done. But abstinence is
absolute. It's been said over and over again:
Abstinence is the only true protection against
deadly diseases. And AIDS is definitely deadly.
Obviously, the media isn't doing enough to
properly inform people about HIVI AIDS.
Success stories are advertised far more often
than the realistic traumas that a majority of
those infected have to deal with daily. Those
who have fought- and arc currently fighting-the disease are certainly worthy of news
coverage. The realistic side just needs to be
seen more often.
A recent AIDS campaign featuri ng Magic
Johnson can be seen coveri ng CTA ad space
throughout Chicago. Johnson is posed confident and triumphant beside the story of his
successful struggle with HIV. The campaign
reminds people that they can s urvive the disease. Yet the advertisements neglected to
inform that Johnso n has quite a bit more
money than the average citizen with
HIV/AIDS . Therefore, he has access to a
wide range of medication unattainable to
most.
The first step in solv ing AIDS complacency and getting rid of ignorance is to
thoroughly educate everyone about the
virus. This includes revealing its negative
symptoms and side effects as well as the
fact that there is hope. Sugarcoating is not
the answer.

Insurance: Enough to make you sick
More than half of the U.S. population is
uninsured or underinsured, according to the
U.S. Census Bureau. Unemployment is rising,
and many companies are cutting benefits to
offset losses suffered in the declining economy. The increasing health care crisis is one
that students rarely are educated about; until ,
that is, they are forced to deal with the negative consequences of being uninsured.
Protection isn' t an issue for those lucky
individuals still covered under their parents'
health plans. But the problem for many
Columbia students is that insurance companies terminate a dependant's coverage when
he o r she turns 23 years old; or, when the
child graduates (as if the pressure of entering
the " real world" weren't enough).
What to do? The options are very limited.
Fi rst of all, Columbia provides a littleknown service fo r students in need of medical
attention. The Columbia College C hicago
Student Health Center, located at 731 S .
Plymouth Co urt, provides care for indiv iduals
with minor illnesses and injuries. So , if fo r
instance, you have a bad sore throat or constant headaches, you can get some relief.
The center is available to all Columbia students. Better yet, it 's free . Kind of.
~ liule kno wn as the center is, even more
'10 i\ the charge that appears on students'
tuition installme nt contract. For s tudents
enro lled in more than 6 credit hours, an automatic \25 is added for the "free" clinic, located in the Raidcnce Center It works the same
as the IJ- PA~S : re\!"rdle,s of whether or not
students use pubhc transportation, we are
automatically charged $70.
Anothe r medical option for Columbia s tudenh i, the \ tudent Accident and ~ick ness
ln,urance Plan ~ or $k69 a year, a ,tudent can
get annua l coverage. T hat i•, if he or s he is
under 25 yean o ld If not, the price j umps to
$1,()1 4 a year llave a kid? Add about a thou·
sand more Marry. and they tack o n an addi tional SSOO.
The plan offers prescription bene fits. emer
gtney treatment and vis ion care, amon11 nthcr
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things. Pamphlets explaining the full p lan are
in the Student Life Center on the third floor in
the 623 S. Wabash Ave. building. But be sure
and read all the limitations, conditions, eligibility, policies, exclusions and restrictions,
because the plan fails to offer the kind of coverage available through employer-provided
insurance.
Any kind of regular office visit, including
physical examinations and gynecological
exams, will have to be paid out of the student's
pocket, because the plan doesn 't cover it.
Chances are, Columbia students won't
catch a disease that requires weeks of hospitalization (and if they do, they better heal
quick, because the plan only covers $5,000 in
hospital expenses--which doesn't go very
far). They will, however, need to get Pap
smears and physicals. Some may need prenatal and postnatal care (not covered) for their
children, and some will need treatment for
injuries they sustained in a car accident (also
not covered).
Columbia is not the only school in the
country where s tudents go underinsured (or
unins ured), but our demographics have special needs. Our student body is older and
more urban than rhat o f many other colleges.
We also have a s igni fie ant population of s tudents from low- or medium-income families,
who may not be able to provide health insurance for their children. It appears, though, that
for now, students must find their own wny in
the health insurance jungle.
From the to p down, no one seems willing to
address the problem. Start with the federal
government, who docsn 't care about nny
group that can 't be bothered to vote, and go
down the line through the many puliticians
who do n' t care and finall y come to the
Columbia adminis tration that is decades
behind in meet ins students ' needs, and you'll
eventually come to the heart of the matter:
Students' health is hut o n just nbout everyone 's list. They must fend for themselves.
llut that Is Columbia's unoniclnl motto,
a Oer nil l'repnrln11 students for the real world.

tdltmiolo • •• IM oplnlont of lho 1 dt!Uflol
lloo•d oiiM Columblo Ch•-lo ColviMo ••• lho
"'""'""' ollhe oulho<(ol
VI.WI t•prHtttd In thlt pvbllo•Uon 1ft
thbH tJf tM wrlttt tt1d " ' t1Gt tht OplniOnt of

Ch'"""'"·

IM Columblo
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OtP*'I"""t o• Columtilo Oollo\11 Chloevo

Alex Kedler/Chronicle

Students step up protests
By VInnie Bevtvlno
Technician
(U-WIRE) COLLEGE PARK,
Md.-The recent State of the Union
address was met with a colorful
protest of live music, videos and
speakers against the potential war in
Iraq and the overall pitiful state of our
country. Just a few weeks prior, hundreds of thousands marched from the
National Mall to the Navy Yards, voicing their opinion against the potential
war in Iraq.
Dissent against the administration's
plans and actions, has become increasmgly prevalent, showing that the true
foundation of democracy isn't found
by blindly supporting those in charge,
but voicing disgust toward a pre-emptive strike that is not in the interest of
national security, but of oil corporations.
However, there are still those who
do not support the idea of war but
will continue supporting the administration. George H. W. Bush's Gen.
Norman Schwarzkopf, for instance, is
not convinced there is a need for a
second Gulf Wnr, although he said he
wo uld support the pres ident if he
chooses to go to wnr, undermining
not only his own morals but also the
democracy of this country. This is too
importunt to let the: president decide
the outcome, t1nd people like
Schwarzkopf need to be outspoken
against the ndminis tmtion.
There nrc plenty of examples of
people criticizing the pres ident 's
plans for war without compromising
their opinion. C'hristinn rehsious
11roups, who were onee thought to
support the ndminlstratioQ, nre speak·
lng out ogninst the possible wnr In
Iraq. They ore now proponents of tho
pence movement flltd ore not 11thlld to
spellk outllt!Dinst the ~dmlnlstmtlon.
omc people !Ill,)' It I~ on-American
not to support the president ilurl"l!
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this time, and voicing dissent against
the administration will just encourage
terrorism and the chance for Saddam
Hussein to use nuclear or biological
weapons. We need to remind ourselves that President Bush is merely
one person who was barely elected
into office. He does not necessarily
know, or care, what is best for this
country.
The real heroes are not our politicians, who are unconditionally supporting their higher-ups, or our
administration that is unconditionally
supporting the interest of big oil corporations; they are the countless citizens voicing their opinion against this
war.
We should support the students
who speak out against attacking Iraq.
They are attempting to educate and
motivate us.
We need to learn from our peers
and break out of our fear of criticizing the administration and its illogical
campaign for war in Iraq.
The president has drawn scrutiny
from the international community and
has turned our allies into outspoken
opponents. Polls have shown that 70
percent of Americans are not in f&vor
of attacking Iraq.
lftbc president really c:an:s about
the foundation of Americn and
strengthening democracy. he would
Iistcn to those he is supposed to represent.
We h11vc seen the lrugest man:h for
pence since the Victnlllll War and the
first demonstration ngllinst the State
of the Union address. both ' ithin the
lnst month. The administration is
ij!noring our Memic economy, lnsul\.
hcicnt heolth ore systw~, underfund.
ed education budt~~~ts and natioMI
flltd world\ Ide sc:curlty 1111 fur the
tontrol or oil in lr.q.
We need to let It be known that w~
don' t want. not will we btt1111lt. ftoln
bttllc:kh'l! lrtlq.
.
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Commentary

Bush lacks power to fight North Korea alone

John WesUChronk:le

By Emily Smith
Commentary Editor
North Korea will not give up its nuclear
program. In 1994, when Clinton was in
office, we asked North Korea to halt its
agenda in exchange for our continued food
and energy help. Hunger and suffering in
North Korea were rampant, so it agreed,
and we signed the Nonproliferation Treaty.
However, "halt" means to put on hold,
not terminate. Did we expect North Korea
to never reactivate its nuclear program?
For a while there, we did.
But then Bush had to go and mutter the
words "axis of evil." He drew a line in the
dirt and placed North Korea on the other side.
And logically, you don't trust somebody on
the other side. So, North Korea withdrew
from the agreement and held its ground.
In October of 2002, North Korea broke
the Nonproliferation Treaty, kicked out the
International Atomic Energy Agency
inspectors and reactivated the nuclear
weapons program that had been put on hold
since 1994.
Should we have been so surprised?
After all, it's about trust, and we don't
trust each other. Both countries are stubborn and ready to use force if needed.
Negotiations are an option, but nobody can
agree on the terms.

This whole thing has snowballed out of
fear of an attack.
Bush said that he won't attack, but he has
made no effort to assure North Korea that
he won't. It's like a bully saying, "I won't
beat you up after class today." But I would
still be scared as the last bell rang. I would
still prepare myself.
Bush likes to keep North Korea in fear.
Without fear, North Korea would do as it
pleased and continue to proceed freely with
its nuclear agenda. But Bush won't negotiate until North Korea terminates its nuclear
program. And North Korea won't cease its
program until Bush signs a nonaggression
act. So around and around it goes. We have
to ask ourselves, do we really think we can
stop North Korea's nuclear program?
We are giving Bush way too much credit
for power he doesn't have.
For a moment, Bush needs to forget the
who-has-bigger-balls ego trip and pay attention to the more important question: Can
North Korea's nuclear program be stopped?
In order to examine this question in the
light it requires, we have to realize that th is
is not an issue between the United States
and North Korea. This is a global issue.
In December of 2002, a North Korean
newspaper read, "There can be no earth
without Korea. The army and people of the
[Democratic People's Republic of Korea]
will destroy the earth if the enemies dare
make a nuclear strike at it."

Did everybody catch that? So, this is
when allies come into the picture. And right
now, Korea is staggering out on a thin,
lonely limb.
The World Food Program has announced
that many countries have cut their food
donations to North Korea because of the
hostile government in Pyongyang. The
United Nations alone cut 2.2 mill ion of its
4.2 million recipients. And it plans to cut
an additional 700,000 by the end of this
month.
Food aid should not be used as a political
trump card. After all, the innocent civilians
of North Korea should not be denied food
and basic survival necessities. Yet North
Korea is making it difficult for anyone to
help its people.
Gerald Bourke, a WFP spokesman, said
in a Feb. II article in the Chicago Tribune
that the government has cut off access to 44
of its 206 counties. The deliverers have to
make requests in advance to enter checkpoints, and when they do, there are frequent
arguments as to where the food can be distributed.
Another disturbing issue is whether or
not the food is even making it to the civilians. Bourke said in the Feb. I I article that
a constant worry is that Pyongyang is
diverting food to the military.
So the United States and Japan have
completely cut off food deliveries. And as
North Korea's relationships with other
nations deteriorate because of its persistence with its nuclear program, the donations continue to drop.
Three major Pyongyang newspapers
wrote a joint editorial saying that all
Koreans need to place the importance of the
nation above themselves and that outside
forces should be rejected. In other words,
the citizens should get ready to die of malnutrition, because the government is not
about to back down.
As the countries continue to work together, the result wi ll be overwhelming for
North Korea.
Although denying food is a drastic measure, there are two powerful benefits of this
tactic. One is that nations are getting
together and taking a plan of action. And
two, this is a way to avoid an attack on or
from anyone.
It is unfair to ignore the children and sick
people who are denied food. But North
Korea needs to realize what it is doing. A
government's main purpose is to protect
and support its people, and North Korea has
been slacking for awhi le. As humanitarians,
we feel it is the job of the United States to
step up and fulfill these duties.
But a line has to be drawn somewhere.
And since Bush made the mistake of drawing the wrong one, we now have to deal
with what was inevitable from the beginning: figuring out a way to stop North
Korea's nuclear program.
The international community needs to
fight this together. Bush is in over his head
if he th inks he can do it alone.
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Question: What CD Is currently In your CD player?
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Staind:
"My sister borrowed
my CD player and she
left it in there."

Jimmy Eat World:
"Somebody burned it
for me."

NIN (Nine Inch Nails):
"Trent Reznor is a
sex god."

Mary Mary:
" I like the beat! Nice
lyrics too."

Norah Jones:
"I like the jazzy mix
and upper voice. It's
very sweet."
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Industrial Revolution

Big Mouth guest talks color

'Phone Booth at Intersection of B Dock' is just one of the photos in Andrew Borowiec's 'Midwestern
Photographers Project' on display at The Museum of Contemporary Photography through March 10.

By Stephanie Sarto
Assistant A&E Editor
With scenes rrom Indiana to Texas, Andrew
Borowiec's "Midwestern Photographers Project"
exhibit at the Museum of Contemporary
Photography features stark industrial landscapes
captured in black and white.
Borowiec included about 20 photographs of the
s implest surroundings showcasing mass-production
factories and machinery in the collection. He created a three-dimensional feel with the placement of
pipes and other foreground objects as well as the
contrast in lighting weaved throughout the pieces.
In Borowiec's "Bicycles Outside the Butane
Recovery Unit Control Room" the Lyondeii-CITGO
Refinery serves as the location for this eye-catching
photograph. Borowiec chose to display antiques of
the technology-driven factory such as steel pipes
and even old-fashioned tricycles.
Heaping piles of windowsills, sinks, wheels, carburetors, a chain link fence and other junk are the
focus of"Scrap Yard." The different objects create
the illusion of texture in the piece. The only thing

that breaks up the stacks is the lone road that runs
through the middle of the junkyard. The mountains
of debris frame a puddle of stagnant water near the
center of the photo.
Nature and industrialism meet in Borowiec's
"Bonne Carre spillway." Billows of smoke hang
over the bayou, in a serene setting where a small
pond is juxtaposed with a skyline of smokestacks.
The gray smog and pollution are almost palpable.
"Phone Booth at the Intersection of B Dock
Road" lacks direction and doesn't make much of an
impression. In this instance, "less is more" simply
wasn't enough.
Overall, Borowiec's collection of cold steel pipes
and machinery cleverly creates the~eling of being
in the midst of all the machinery p ping mercilessly. The piles and piles of ind trial garbage
spotlighted in these pieces successfully depict the
impact of America's oil refineries, ports and factories and the legacy they leave behind.
The collection can be found in The Museum of
Contemporary Photography in the 600 S. Michigan
Ave. building, Monday through Friday from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Thursday until 8 p.m. and Saturday from
12 p.m. to 5 p.m. The exhibit runs until March 10.

Poets protest White House
0

NYU holds poetry reading in response to symposium cancellation

By Jon Mummolo
Washington Square News (NYU)
(U-WIRE) NEW YORK-Poets,
professors and students gathered
in Bobst Library at New York
University on Feb. 12 for a poetry reading protesting the cancellation of a special White House
poetry symposium.
First Lady Laura Bush, the
symposium's sponsor, canceled
the event upon learning that
invited guests intended to read

anti-war poems.
The reading, which took place
the afternoon of Feb. 12 in the
Fales Collection of Bobst, featured 22 readers including E.L.
Doctorow, NYU professor and
author of Ragtime; NYU professor Galway Kinnell; and poet
Charlotte Mandel, all of whom
received invitations to the White
House event.
"Today we come together in
recognition ...of the arts and free
speech as an integral part of the

American culture, especially at a
time of national and international conflict and crisis," said
Melissa Hammerle, organizer of
the event and director of NYU's
creative writing program.
The White House sympos ium,
" Poetry and the American
Voice," was scheduled for Feb.
12 and was planned in part to
feature the works of Emily
Dickinson, Langston Hughes
and Walt Whitman.

See Poetry, page 24

Celebrating Black History Month
Monday, Feb. 17
There will be a free screening of the documentary
Standing in the Shadows of Motown at 2 p.m. in
Hokin Hall, 623 S. Wabash Ave. Standing in the
Shadows of Motown tells the story of the legendary
Funk Brothers who performed on many of
Motown's biggest hits. Faculty member Sheila
Baldwin ofthe English Department w ill host a postscreening discussion.
Tuesday, Feb. 18

The Center for Black Music Research is holding
an interview/discussion and jazz performance
demonstration as part of their Tradition Bearers
Series. Participants include Howard Reich, mus ic
critic for the Chicago Tribune, saxophonist Von
Freeman, pianist Jodie Christian and trumpeter Dr.
Burgess Gardner. The free event will be held at
II :30 a.m. in the Hermann D. Conaway Center,
1104 S. Wabash Ave.
The Chicago Jazz Ensemble will perform at the
Museum of Contemporary Art, 220 E. Chicago
Ave. A panel discussion, titled "The Future of Black
Jazz," will follow the performance, with WNURFM OJ Eric Ricks serving as moderator. For more

information, call the Museum of Contemporary Art
at (312) 280-2660.
Wednesday, Feb. 19
Andrew Schultz will perform a variety of work in
the "18th and 19th century Classical Composers
from the Arrican Diaspora." The free event will be
held in Columbia's Concert Hall, 1014 S. Michigan
Ave., starting at 12:30 p.m.
Later that evening in the Concert Hall, there will
be a student talent showcase from various musical
genres. The show, also free, will start at 7 p.m. For
more information, call Student Activities at (312)
344-7459.
Thursday, February 20

The Orbert Davis Sextet will perform "The Roots
of Jazz" twice. The first free performance is at
12:15 p.m. at the Chicago Cultural Center, 78 E.
Washington St. For more information, call the
Cultural Center at (3 12) 744-6630 or visit
www.cityofchicago.org/Cultura!Affairs.
The second performance will be held at 6 p.m. at
Columbia's Concert Hall, 1014 S. Michigan Ave.
This concert is also tree. Call Student Activities at
(312) 344-7459 with any questions.

Andrew Oosunmu/Giant Street Records

Rising Atlanta soul artist Donnie will perfonn at 9 p.m. on Feb. 21 at Big
Mouth in the Hennann D. Conaway Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.

By Michael Hlrtzer
A&E Editor

can't walk down the street without being stopped .. . You see
Rodney King getting beaten on
Donnie Johnson, who prefers TV-it's on tape-and they don't
just "Donnie," is a 1970s-style even convict the guys who did it.
soul singer out of Atlanta. His Amado Dialo got shot 41 times
songs recall the golden era of and had no gun, he was reaching
soul music, and are closer to the for his identification and those
music of Stevie Wonder and cops got off," Donnie said. "So
Donny Hathaway than to his neo- do you really expect me to keep
soul
contemporaries
like getting j iggy with it and shake my
D'Angelo or Johnson's friend ass? No. I'm not because there
lndia.Arie.
are people suffering because of
Donnie, in fact, came out of the the color of their skin."
same scene that spawned ArieDonnie, however, has chanthe Yin Yang Cafe, which accord- neled his anger on his mostly
ing to Donnie, was "soul central." posit ive album that encourages
He likened it to the Harlem people to come together.
Renaissance of the South.
He said, " I'm guilty of hate, but
" It was just all one vi be, it was I understand why I feel the way I
very happening-the lighting, feel. And in understanding why, I
the art, the people, what they had know I can get over it, because I
on, what they were about-it was don't want to hate white people,
happening. It was not like any or whatever that is. I don't want
club I've ever seen. It was, I to hate Caucasoids [sic )-that's
wouldn 't say black, but cultural," the right terminology. Nobody 's
Donnie said.
white and I'm not black. That's
Likewise, when Donnie, 28, the problem with America. We're
comes to Chicago on Friday, Feb. on thi s color thing. I am a
21, he will perform at Big Mouth, Negro-Caucasian,
Negroan event that highlights a new set that's the correct terminology."
of burgeoning poets, singers and
Racism runs deep but it can be
rappers. And his performance uprooted and worked out through
couldn't come at a better time- conversation, Donnie said. "To be
during Black History Month.
totally honest, we' re cousins. My
Tanya Reed, administrative last name is Johnson, not En fume.
assistant for the Hokin Center My last name is not Baraka, My
and the founder of Big Mouth, last name is Johnson. There are
said, "Donnie is definitely a very white Johnsons in this country,
talented musician. He sets a good white Taylors, Gayes, Wilsons,
precedent for anyone who's Garretts- we're cousins."
watching and who 's aspiring to
For now, Donnie, the sole perbe a performer."
former at an NAACP Image
In a telephone interview, Awards afterparty and also a disDonnie recounted his anger tant relative of Marvin Gaye, will
about the closed-mindedness that continue to spread his positive
continues to nurture racism.
message. He hopes to cut a music
"Racism is ingrained in our video and wouldn't mind collabculture, it just seems like it's orating with Tweet, Missy Elliot
ingrained into our DNA too," he and Timbaland.
sa id. "Like if you were born in
"I try my best to be as optiAmerica and your parents' par- mistic as possible. I used to be
ents were American, then you very negative. I didn't love
really know racism, especially myself. I guess this whole thing
when you' re black. A lot of folks with the album has kind of proved
don't understand that and they something to myself [rather than)
say 'you're just whining,' but try anyone else," he said.
being black for a day, especially
Donnie will perform at Big
being dark-skinned."
Mouth at the Hermann D.
Racism and race relations are ConawayCenter,II04S. Wabash
rrequently addressed in his aptly Ave. on Friday, Feb. 21. The
titled debut, The Colored open-mic performances will
Section, a critically-acclaimed begin at6:30 p.m., although stualbum released last November on dents who want to perform must
Giant Street Records.
sign up by 6 p.m. Donnie will
" I do not think race relations perform f rom 9 p.m.-10 p.m.
have gotten better, I just think Students must present identificathey 've taken on another form. I tion to be admitted
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Mya hits
the stage
By Stephanie Sarto
Assistant A&E Editor

Alex KedlertChronicle

Head chef lida Takashi waits for the dOOI$ to open at Oysy, 888 S. Michigan Ave., the South Loop's newest Asian restaurant.

Restaurant Review

Mmm mmm, Oysy!
By Stephanie Sarto
Assistant A&E Editor
A stylish and sleek sushi bar,
this is what the South Loop has
been waiting for. If you want
something other than Charming
Cuisi ne or Thai Spoon (which
is tasty in its own right), you
should head over to Oysy (pronounced Oh-see-she ).
This quaint, yet chic, hot spot
wi ll definitely appeal to all the
senses. Pistachio-colored walls;
bamboo, box-styled furniture
and blue-tinted glass panels
line the vaulted cei lings of this
Japanese restaurant, nestled on
the comer of Ninth Street and
South Michigan Avenue.
Oysy means delicious in
Japanese, and this restaurant
certainly lives up to its name.
The portions are average-sized
and serve about three to four

people. They offer several
Japanese beer.;, sake (warm or
cold), wine, tea and a variety of
soft drinks. The service is
friend ly and accommodating.
Since this was my fir.;t experience eating sushi, I was really apprehensive about eating
raw seafood. So, I took the
easy way out and ordered the
vegetable maki. It came in six
pieces and was bursting with
an array of fresh vegetables.
Asparagus,
baby carrots,
mushrooms and cucumber with
rice and sesame seeds lined the
seaweed wrap.
I did try some of the squid
maki. Two servings of thick
slices of raw squid with wasabi
and rice arrived at the table
presented elegantly on the
white, square plate, however,
the texture was rubbery and
unappeaing.

I also tried the orange
shrimp. Four large p1eces
arrived displayed atop a circular orange slice. They were the
colors of the rainbow-vivid
orange, green and pink. Three
sauces-plum, ginger and
orange- accompanied
the
sh rimp . The ginger/ hoisen
sauce was a bit spicy and the
orange sauce was very tropical
tasting, with a hint of pineapple.
I would recommend any of
the selections of fish. I sampled the sesame salmon steak
and the tuna. Both arrived perfect ly grilled- j ui cy, tender
and very flavorful.
I don't recommend t he
gri lled lobster with lemon garlic sauce. I received two very
petite, over-grilled lobster tails.
The sauce was biner and the
lobster was chewy.

Commentary

Following is a list of major
category Oscar nominations with
my choice in bold.

Finest
'Hours'

Best Picture
Chicago; Gangs of New York;
Tht! Hours; The Lord of the
Rings: The 'TWo Towers; The
Pianist
Best Actor
Adrien Brody, The Pianist;
Nicholas Cage, Adaptation;
Michael Caine, The Quiet
American; Daniel Day-Lewis,
Gangs of New York; Jack
Nicholson, About Schmidt

By K. Ryann Zalewski
Assistant A&E Editor
Academy Award nominations
were announced on Feb. II and
there were very few surprises.
The biggest winner in the nomination race was Chicago, with
13 nods, followed by Martin
<;corsese's Gang., of New York
with IIJ, The 1/our.r' with nine
and koman l'olanks i ·~ The
l'wni,fl with ~ven , Those four
movie~. along with The Lord of
the RinY,f The 'l'wo ];JWer,, , are
all nominated in the lint Picture
categmy. All five nominee~ in
the He'll Pkture category were
all Decemhcr relea.~s . ICan we
"~<~Y ~h11rt attention ~pan '/)
Chicago i' thc fmnt-runner to
win fur lkort l'i~1ure hccaWIC it
~the moort nominatiom. fn the
fY.s.'ll I() yean, nine filmJ with the
molt rlllfllirnotion• wmt un to
win Hest Picture. The only
excepti1m w ;u A lleautiful
Mind'J win Jut year over /,ord
''/ th4! Rtny,A 7'1u! FellnwAhtp of
th4! lllnY.

The most unique dish I
sampled was the mango mochi
ice cream. It was a fried wonton with warm mango puree in
the center, drizzled with warm
honey and chocolate sauce.
Next to the wonton were two
moon-shaped halves of mango
ice cream. The coating was
s imilar to that of a gommy bear
and in the center was the
mango ice cream. The texture
was unbelievable. An odd combination, but it was sweet and
satisfying.
Overall my dining experience was unique and enjoyable, and didn't leave me
broke. I spent a mere S34 on
the entire meal. So, if you are
craving something out of the
ordinary, head to Oysy at 888
S . Michigan Ave. For more
information, call (312) 92211 27.

Best Actreu
Photo courlety of Pnroount Pictum
Julianne Moore Is up for Bnt Supporting Actrns for her role In 'The
Hours,' In addition to Bnt Actrns for her role In 'F1r From He1ven.'

My perwna l favorite to win
the Best Picture category is 111e
/lour,,, Chicago, whi le it's a
lively fi lm with !Veat songs, is
, imply not Best 1'1cture material.
And I felt that Gang., of N L'W
York was a disj ointed mess,
probably the result of continuou~ !ICrJpt rewrites during fi lming. As for The Lord of the
lling.J. The 7'wo Tuwer.f, well I
jum don' t feel a fantally movie is
worthy of a best picture OIICur.
But The /lour., is a well -crufled, beautiful film, This movie
deiJCrves thc Ostur for IIJI hl!lh'IU&lity acting by Nlcn lc
Kidman, Mery l Streep and

Julianne Moore. Kidman and
Moore arc nominated for Best
Actress and Best Supporting
Actress respectively.
There were only a few surprises in the list of nominations:
the luck of recognition of Ruad
to Perdition, which had Oscar
buzz when released, and the
nomination for Bowling for
Columbine
for
Best
Documentary feature. In fact,
the only nomination Road to
Perdition received In 11 m(\jor
category was Paul Newman's
nod for Supporting Actor. Sorry
Mr. Jlanks, two Oscnn will have
to do for now.

Salma llayek, Frida; Nicole
Kid ma n, Thtt Hours; Diane
Lune,
Unfaithful; Julianne
Moore, Far from Heaven; Renee
Zcll weger, Chicago
Supportln&Actor
Chris Cooper, Adaptation; Ed
l lnrris, 71Je Hours; Pa ul
Newm Mn, Road to Puditio11;
John C. Reilly, Chicago;
Christopher Wnlken, Catch Me If
lhu Can
Supportln&Actress
Kuthy Bates, About Schmidt;
J ulianne Moore, The HIIUr.l ;
Queen Lutifnh, Chicago; Meryl
Streep, Adaptation; Catherine
Zeta-Jones, Chicago
For moNI ltlformatloll on
Oscar noml11ationv, visit 11111
Acad11my Aword.T wl!b.•itll til
WWW.O,fCOf.CIInJ,

7110 (1\l>tll'ff.T w/11

air.r March 2J tJ1 7:JO p.m. c::,7·
on A/JC.

The terms "velvety-smooth voice"
a nd " down-to-earth
personality"
describe Mya best. Her edgy twist on
R&B help her maintain her popularity
in the music industry, and keep her
" Movin' On" up. She has worked with
the likes of Missy " Mi sdemeanor"
Elliot, Wyclef Jean and is rumored to
have worked with Pink on an upcoming single.
As a triple threat-singing, dancing
and acting-Mya encompasses beauty,
talent and modesty. She started out as a
dancer, training with her local dance
studio, Tappers With Anitude, eventually studying under the direction of
Savion Glover.
Soon after, My a broke into the music
scene in 1999 at Lilith Fair. Her first
album appropriately named Mya contained such tracks as " Movin' On" featuring Silkk the Shocker and " It's All
About Me."
In late 2000, her sophomore album
Fear of Flying showed a more grownup version of the sultry singer. After
releasing " Gheno Superstar" and "Case
of the Ex," she found her way to the
charts. Her catchy beats and intense
voice spread to MTV's "TRL" and
BET's "106 & Park."
Staying true to herself, Mya keeps
her clothes on most of the time, minus
the "Lady Marmalade" video where
she shared the stage with Lil' Kim,
Pink and Christina Aguilera.
It was rumored that Mya, with her
exceptional dancer's body, was very
hesitant about revealing herself in that
video. "I' m a woman now. It was a
costume; I don't wear clothes like that
on a regular basis," she said.
Mya continues to keep it real in her
new Coca-Cola commercial, where
she 's
accompanied
by
forrner
Columbia student Common. Her sound
is really raw, completely exposed and
vulnerable. Mya inforrned me that she
might feature the new commercial jingle on her upcoming a lborn, which is
set for release late this spring.
According to Mya, Common was
"very laid-back. One day we were laying down beats and just messing
around, the next thing you know
[Coca-Cola] has us in the studio."
With her breakthrough performance
as Mona in the highly acclaimed musical Chicago, Mya is exploring her
options as an actress . " Before I got my
recording contract, I had always wanted to be on Broadway," she said.
Evidently, Mya's role was so similar
to her life as a singer and dancer, except
for the fact that the character was in the
jailhouse, she didn' t really have to prepare for the role in any special way.
As a performer, Mya strives to
improve her talent and hone her skills
on stage and on the big screen. But,
don't expect to see her name in film
credits anytime soon.
"I've been looking at some other
scripts r ight now, but nothing is final ,"
Mya said.
T his woman has it a ll: beauty and
brains. Mya began speaking to young
women in 2000 about their self-esteem
and growing up.
" It's hard to grow up in today's society when all you see on TV are the pop
divas baring it nil," she suid.
As n spokeswoman for the Secret to
Self-Esteem program, a n alliance
between the Partnership of Wo men's
llealth nnd Secret antiperspirant, she is
dedicated to helping young women
overcome teen issues. T he main goal
for Myn is to transform these young
girls into strong women.
Mya continues to focus on her
s inging career and is workini on
scheduling 11 tour beginning in the
summer of 2003. Who will she be touring with?
"Mnri11h nnd Mya, that sounds good,
doesn't lt'l But nothing is tlnal yet,"
she snld.
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A death-penalty thriller
Leopold and Loeb, in a TV

By Michael Hlrtzer
A&E Editor

movie.

Still , Spacey recognizes the
complexity of the issue. "When
ctors Kevin Spacey and
you do the amount of research we
Laura Linney will both tell
did and you really start to underyou The Life of David
stand the statistics: how much
Gale is a thriller. It just happens to
money it costs; is it really a deterbe about the death penalty, a
rent; you know all of the things
touchy topic in Illinois, especially
that make sense ... but 1' ve never
since the beginning of January,
had a family member of mine
when the film premiered in
murdered," he said. "I have
Chicago, and when George Ryan
absolutely no idea how I'd react
declared a blanket clemency for
to that person, and 1 don't think
Illinois' 150-plus death-row
killing is right in any circuminmates on his last day in the govstance. The argument always is,
ernor's office.
you know 1 always love the line
Naturally, when Spacey and
[the film's] governor has: ' I'm
Linney were in town, conversaagainst killing and we'll keep
tion swayed toward the death
killing until we prove ourselves
penalty. During a Q-and-A sesright."'
Laura Linney, who was nomision the two actors hosted after a
nated for an Academy Award for
screening ofthe film, Linney said,
"People are very curious about
her role in You Can Count on Me,
said the scene in which she dies
what our personal beliefs are and
if we have an agenda with this
was "the hardest sequence I've
film. And while I certainly have
ever done." Linney, 39, is no
my own opinion about the death
stranger to thrillers. Her credits
include Absolute Power, The
penalty-l' m against it- 1 didn't
Photo by David Appleby/Universal Studios Mothman Prophepies and the
make the movie because of it."
(Center):
David
Gale
(Kevin
Spacey)
and
Constance
Harraway
(Laura
Linney)
lead
a
protest
in
the
death
She was hesitant to answer the
Chicago-set Primal Fear.
question, though. She said, " I penalty thriller 'The Life of David Gale.'
She said, "These characters are
don't want our views to distract
faci ng much more personal issues
from the movie," to which Spacey according to the Death Penalty take away from what we wanted, interview at the Peninsula Hotel, than in Primal Fear. Primal Fear
added, "We don 't want to be Information Center.)
which was to give people an Spacey, wearing a blue button-up was plot-driven; this movie is
judged."
This is all fami liar territory for entertaining film. And if the poli- shirt and a black jacket, said character-driven."
Directed by Alan Parker, The Alan Parker, director of political- tics start to percolate down and it "[The death penalty) is so compliAt both the Q-and-A and the
Life of David Gale is the story of ly charged films like Midnight ignites conversation, then that's cated and I really see both sides of interview at the hotel, Linney
a philosophy teacher on death row Express, the civil rights drama great."
it. I want people to see the film expressed that she was against the
for murdering his former col- Mississippi Burning ar.d Come
Indeed, when you have Kevin because I just think it's provoca- death penalty, but added, "I'm
embarrassed to say that I've never
league. The irony that both is See the Paradise, a love story set Spacey in your film it hardly mat- tively laid out."
Gale (Spacey) and the victim, during the oppression of ters if, as the Hollywood
He then added, ''We just hope, been politically active in a legitiConstance Harraway (Linney), Japanese-Americans
during Reporter's Kurt Honeycutt writes, and I think we may have said mate sort of way."
Spacey, addressing the comare death penalty abolitionists.
World War II.
it's a thriller disguised as a death some of this last night, that the
In the final days before his exeReading the director's notes, penalty diatribe or a death penalty issue doesn't override the enter- plex twist at the end of The Life of
David Gale, said he "was attractcution, Gale gives hotshot maga- it's clear Parker is against the diatribe disguised as a thriller. tainment value of the film."
zine journalist Bitsey Bloom death penalty, but his intention The Spacey stamp is good enough
Spacey, who broke into main- ed to the idea of someone who,
(Kate Winslet) several exclusive was not to make an act ivist for many. At the Q-and-A, he had stream consciousness with a trio after losing everything he loses,
movie.
interviews to tell his story.
the crowd in his grip, making of films in the mid '90s still has something left to give.
Spacey, 43, said, "I didn't go them laugh with his impression of (Swimming with Sharlcs, The That was a contradiction and it
The film is set in Austin, Texas,
Usual Suspects and Seven), has was complex to me."
which is considered by many to into it thinking we were going to Johnny Carson.
Was he paying it forward? No,
be this country's death penalty make a big pro or con movie and
When Spacey gives you a long previous experience with capital
capital. (For example, 33 of the I hope that, even though it is an look, you look back into his big punishment roles; he played Spacey said, he was "perhaps
71 executions in 2002 occurred at issue that's divisive and people brown eyes and you listen. The Clarence Darrow, the famed attor- spewing it forth, not paying it
a fac ility in nearby Huntsville, will talk about, that again it won't day after the screening in an ney who defended child killers forward."
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FREE TICKETSI

Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building)
and pick up a complimentary pass to attend a
special showing of CRADLE 2 THE GRAVE
on Tuesday, February 25th at the AMC River East Theatres.
II II', f IL//, I'J PATED "R" FOR SOME VIOLENCE, LAN G UAG E AND SOME SEX UAL CO NTENT. NO ONE UNDER 17
If / Ill BE ADMITTED TO SEE THIS FILM UNLE SS A CCOMPANIE D BY A PARENT O R ADU LT GUARDIAN.

PrJ·.·,r, ·, oro ovoilobl e whi le supp li es los t o n o first·co m e, fir st-served basis . One pass per person .
I

phr.Jio IU wi ll b e noc o:.:.o ry to receive o pa ss . Empl oyees o f oil pro m o tional portners ,

tf,r,~r oqon c r<J,,, ond th o ~ o w ho ho ve re ceive d a pa ss wi thin th e lo st 90 days ore not eligible.

IN THEATRES FRIDAY, FEBRLJARY 28 111 !
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(Clockwise
from left):
A photo from the
'Dyke Action
Machine' series
places lesbian
images into familiar
corporate advertising
environments.
Bill Barminski's
'Mickey Gas Mask'
and a portion of
Wally Wood's
'Disneyland
Memorial Orgy'
poster from
1967 both
sparked a
lawsuit from
Disney.

Copyright this
Catch it while you can. Not only is
"Illegal Art: Freedom of Expression in
the Corporate Age" closing Friday, Feb.
21 , but it's probably only a matter of time
before the powers that be file a stack of
lawsuits to shut down the exhibit.
The multimedia exhibition includes
such works as a drawing of Bert from
"Sesame Street" hanging from a noose, a
Starbucks logo stating "Evil Empire"
where it once said "Starbucks" and the
1991 song by the California rock band
Negativland, which used an unauthorized
sample from a Casey Kasem radio broadcast and a U2 song.
On display at the In These Times magazine offices in W~st Bucktown, "Illegal
Art" was organized by Stay Free! magazine and it opened in New York last

November.
It's a testament to the encroachment of
corporate America on our daily lives and
copyright infringement.
In fact, one of the most humorous parts
of "Illegal Art" is the lengthy, tongue-incheek user license agreement. Here's a
sample from their website: ''Notice to
user: By metabolizing you accept all the
terms and conditions of this agreement
including, but not limited to, use of your
home and car by the authors of this
agreement."

See the exhibit at the In These 7imes
offices, 2040 N Milwaukee Ave. They
maintain pretty regular office hours, but
call ahead at (773) 772-0100. View the
Illegal Art website at www illegal-art.org.
- Michael Hirlzer

Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash, Chicago, IL 60605
www.colum .edu/hokin
OPENING RECEPTION, monday, february 17, 5-7pm
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The Annual Albert P.

Scholarship Fund
Applications are now
available for this
unique scholarship
program.
Scholarship win ners receive:

•Grants
up to $3,000 to help complete
projects in all fields of the arts
and communication s

• Opportunities
to work with leading professionals in Chicago's
corr1n1unications industry

• Spring Showcase
in the Hokin Callery

Learn more and pick up an application by visiting:
S t11 d1 ~ nt ;\cr ivi f ics

& L(~adcrs hi p
6:2:1 S. Wu husl1 - S11i1 e .11:3

lloki n Galler ies
62~1

S. \Vabash - l st F loor

:~ 1 2-:~44-74!)()

C lttss C u r t :~ i11 C. dl<·ry
1104 S. Wn l wsh - 1sf Floor

Application Deadline: April 7, 2003
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The Conaway Achievement Project and The Freshman Center, divisions of Student ffairs, are proud to co-sponsor

Lunch 'n' Learn Workshops
February 18:
February 19:
February 25:
February 27:
March 4:
March 5:
March 6:

12:00pm - 1:00pm
2:00pm - 3:00pm
12:00pm - 1:00pm
5:00pm -6:00pm
12:00pm - 1:00pm
2:00pm - 3:00pm
5:00pm -6:00pm

All workshops will be held in the
Conaway Achievement Office: ·

33 E. Congress, Suite 603.
Yes, lunches will be served!,
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To RSVP, or for more information:
call Kati at (312 344-8132
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Book Review

Palahniuk premieres unique 'Lullaby'
By Tony Luce
Contributing Writer
If your idea of a lullaby has something to
do with gently putting babies to sleep, be
warned: Chuck Palahniuk 's (Fight Club,
Survivor, Invisible Monsters, Choke) new
book, Lullaby, has little to do with tiny
beings nestled safely in their cribs.
This lullaby is a societal one, something
that seeks to silence our over-stimulated,
hyper-caffeinated, noise-polluted ways. It
is a lullaby only in essence; this book
seeks to ease the tensions of its characters
through means much more maniacal than
simple song, though like every book from
Palahniuk, it does not comfort the reader.
Quite the opposite, for his audience, the
author offers a wake-up call.
At the opening of the book, the main
character, journalist Carl Streator,
recounts the final examination in hi s
media ethics class where the instructor
posed this question to him: "An infant has
choked to death on an ornament at an
apartment on Christmas Eve. You go to
the apartment and get a ll the detai ls, talk
to the parents as much as you can, you
talk to the paramedics, you get back to the
office and type it up just in time for the
morning edition.
When you get home, your editor calls
you up and asks ' What color was the ornament?' He then gives you an ultimatum:
call and get the color of the ornament or

lose your j ob." What was Carl's answer?
Call the paramedics. They have to have
that kind of stuff on file. The item had to
get bagged and tagged.
Carl got a D. Instead of learning ethics,
he learned to give people what they want.
Give them the gory details. Above all,
write everything down. And thus the journey begins.
Carl goes on assignment investigating
recent occurrences of Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome for a local magazine. At each of
the homes where the deaths took place, he
finds a copy of the book Poems and
Rhymes From Around the World turned to
page 27 and a baby belly up in a crib.
According to the distraught parents, the
child just went to sleep and never woke
up. After more digging, Carl finds that
this page contains a "culling song," a song
that was sung to warriors dying after a
battle or children who were facing a
famine. The hymn was sung to ease people's suffering.
·
Now Carl has memorized the song,
which becomes a major problem. See, our
hero is not much of what you might deem
a ' people person' and therefore sees fit, at
times unintentionally, to relieve his own
suffering by eliminating certain individuals: for instance, the guy who stepped into
his path on the sidewalk and his "quietphobic" music-blaring upstairs neighbor.
To prevent any further accidental deaths,
Carl goes on a quest to find the remaining
copies of the book with the help of Helen,

a real estate agent who sells haunted houses, and her Wiccan personal assistant.
From here, the story unfolds the only
way Palahniuk knows how to let it. Every
page is stuffed full of scathing social commentary delivered by characters that in
anybody else's work could be viewed as
poor caricatures.
In all of Palahniuk's work and in this
book particularly, the definition of caricature is " ... the subjects' distinct human features flaws, peculiarities and ticks ... ," for
it is i~possible for these characters to exist.
Carl and Helen, the two main characters in
the book, are somewhat outlandish, but
when Palahniuk does this on the page, the
result is en lightening. Helen is like
Florence Henderson in a pink business suit,
fingers and neck wreathed in gold and jewels. Helen's assistant Mona is a taller, darker and moodier version of Ani DiFranco,
with her black and red dreadlocks fall ing
around her pale face and eyes.
But, the characters' humanity is
expressed through their actions in various
situations. Carl and Helen both lost children to SIDS, and whi le on their crosscountry book hunt, both struggle to view
their new companions as people and not
the child they lost, as represented by
Mona, and the spouse that consequently
followed the child out of their lives.
The way Carl, Helen and Mona work
off each other, with each other and against
each other is like watching a dysfunctiona l family. Which, under these circum-

stances, is completely believable. Like
any family, dysfunctional or otherwise,
the response of the members reveals their
frai lties and failings. Sometimes it's ugly,
sometimes it's divine; regardless, it's
always honest.
This book (as with all good things)
forces the reader to look at the world differently. Try and remember the last time
you divided your life into pre-something
and post-something. Think about what
you d id last night. Watched TV, went to a
bar, went to a movie ... did you think about
any of these things I 0 minutes later? 30
minutes later? Probably not. But
Palahniuk's work sticks with you.
The reader can literally hear his voice
barking, deadpanning, repeating and
spouting little tidbits of McGyveresque
knowledge, those random things that float
through our heads at all the wrong times.
All of these quirks are uniquely
Palahniuks's-all you can do is sit back
and admire the hell out of this well-crafted story.
7
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Lullaby
. P
By Chuck Palahnluk;;:
Doubleday

256pages
$24.95ISSN 0385504470
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Poetry
Continued from Page 17
Bush canceled the festival after poet Sam Hamill declined his invitation and rallied other invitees to recite anti-war poems at the White
House.
"It came to the attention of the fi rst lady's office that some invited
guests want to tum what is intended to be a literary event into a political forum," the White House said in a statement. " While Mrs. Bush
understands the right of all Americans to express their political views,
this event was designed to celebrate poetry."
Speakers at the protest reading said Bush acted inappropriately in
canceling the symposium.
"[Laura Bush] got a little panicky," sa id Kinnell, who read poems by
Whitman and Dickinson. "She kind of jumped the g un in canceling the
symposium. But I think very few poets would have attended it. It would
have been more of a boycott."
Some poets said that politics and art are inseparable, contrary to
Bush's reasoning for canceling the event.
" I think every piece of art is political by its nature, either by what it
doesn't mention-therefore implying that it doesn't matter--or by what
it does mention," said Sharon O lds, an NYU creative writing professor
and poet.
After learning that the White I louse event was cance led, Olds said
she sent Bush a letter, a poem and a package of rice with an attached
biblical quote that read, " If your enemy is hungry, feed him ."

Do You
Have Acne?
Physicians at Northwestern University's Feinbe
School of Medicine are conducting a
research study of an investigational, tgpl
medication for the treatment of acne.
The investigational medication combines two
approved medications and will be co,..awith a
placebo. If you are at least 16 years old and h
facial acne, you may be eligible to participate.
Participants eceive all studyelated care at no co
and financial compensation.
Participants will be asked to make 5 visits
over 12 weeks

Call Today
to Learn Morel

312-503-6227
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Sending rice to the White House has become a
popular symbol of protest for those opposed to the
possible invas ion of Iraq, Olds said .
The NYU event provided a much-needed forum
for supporters of the peace movement, poets said.
"It's a breath of [fresh] air in a time when we're all
virtually suffocating," poet Marie Ponsot said.
" We're in a very bad moment right now."
Organizers insisted the reading was more than a
war protest.
"The reason that I wanted this to happen was not

so much as an anti-war reading," Hammerle said.
" It's a bigger issue. This is an issue about artists and
writers and how to bring them into the political dialogue rather than keep them out of it."
Closing speaker Marvin Taylor, director of Bobst's
Fales Collection, called for Bush's resignation from
the American Library Association, an organization
committed to end censorship.
The reading is one of more than 60 readings to be
held in coffeehouses, bookstores and college campuses across the nation in coming weeks.
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The Deparlmenl of Liberal Educalion and lhe omce oflhe Dean of Liberal Arls and Sciences in
collaboralion wilh lhe Columbia Chronicle, lhe Journalism oeparlmenl, and lhe Arl &oeslen Deparlmenl announce:
The Paula Pfdfer & Cheryl Johnson-Odim

POLITIC~L
C~RTOON CONT£./"T
loT all students of Columbia College Chicago
) I

car-toon:

...,

A drawing or caricature
• a newspaper or
1n
·p eriodical; especially,
one intended to affect
opinion as to some

Two·$300 first prizes, two $200 second p
two $100 third prizes
will be awarded in each of two categories, single panel cartoons and multiple panel cartoons. The six winning cartoons
will be selected by a jury, which will include faculty from various departments, a student and a professional cartoonist.
Submitted carto.ons must be drawn or printed (if composed on a computer) in black ink on 81/2 x II white paper. Include
name, address, phone and student 10 number on back of entry.
Send submissions to: Political Cartoon Contest
C/0 Teresa Prados-Torreira
Liberal Education Department
CO l UMI~IA CHRONICLE
624 S. Michigan, 900A

Dudlln• for submissions: Monday, March 10th
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'One Bedroom'
in New Year
Photos courtesy ol Fueled by Ramen Reconts

Fallout Boy (from left to right): Joe Trohman, Andy Hurley, Patrick Stumph and Pete Wentz, recently signed a
deal with Fueled by Ramen Records. Their next album Is set to be released In April

Rock groups land contracts
By Eric W. Alexy
Contributing Writer
After making considerable
noise on the local scene. two of
C hi cago 's premier rock acts.
Fallout Boy and Spitalfield,
have signed recording contracts
with prominent independent
record labels.
Fallo ut Boy. who came
together in 200 1. has inked a
deal with Fueled By Ramen
Records (Gainesville, Fla.),
while Spita lfield, formerly of
Sinister Label, has signed with
Chicago-based Victory Records.
Formed from the ashes of
hardcore acts Arma Angelus
and Race Traito r, Fallout Boy
features
members
Patrick
Stumph, vocals/guitar; Joe
Trohman, guitar; Pete Wentz,
bass, and Andy Hurley. drums.
To date, the act has two releases
under its belt: a self-titled threesong demo (200 I) and a split
release with Project Rocket on
Uprising Records (2002). The
quartet will be releasing a ninesong LP entitled Fallout Boy's

Evening

Out

With

Your

Girlfriend through Up ri si ng
Records on Feb. 25.
Numerous labels courted the
band before they signed with
Fueled by Ramen. Wentz said,
" We definitely had some interest
from really big labels to small er
ones, but in the end we had to go
with the label that was the right

fit for us and who saw where we
wanted to go with Fallout Boy."
Fueled By Ramen is co-owned
by John Janick and Vinnie
Balzano, drummer of Less Than
Jake, and has been in existence
s ince 1996. The label's current
roster includes Kiss ing Chaos
and The Pietasters, among
others.
"Fallout Boy's clever song
writing fi rst attracted us to the
band and we see a lot of potential in them," Janick said. "Their
determination and work ethic
goes above and beyond anything
a label can ask for. We are a ll
really glad that they are now part
of the Fueled By Ramen
fam ily."
Spi tal field vocalist/guitarist
Mark Rose, who a long with
band mates Dan Lowder, guitar/vocals; bassist T.J. Minnich;
and drummer J .D. Romero officially s igned with Victory
Records o n Jan. 3, explained
that "Victory just impressed us
with how personal they were,
and how hard working the staff
was. There's obviously a lot of
factors that go into a dec ision
like [signing a record deal) , and
Victory had an edge on most of
them."
Victory Records, home to
bands like Voodoo G low Skulls,
Snapcase and Atreyu was established in 1989 and is located in
Chicago's River West area .
Several of the label' s ac ts.
including
Thursday
and

Hatebreed, have gone o n to sign
with major labels.
Spital field is currently recording its 11-song Victory Records
debut with producer Sean
O'Keefe
(Motion
City
Soundtrack) at Smart Studios in
Madison, Wis. The album will
be mixed at Chicago's G ravity
Studios and is set for a June
release.
Fallout Boy recently finished
recording
its
forthcoming
Fueled By Ramen release Take
This To Your Grave, which is set
to be released in late April. The
album was a lso produced by
O'Keefe at Smart Studios and
wi ll feature 12 tracks, inc luding
" Light On In C hicago" and
"Nailed to the eX."
" ! think [the new release) will
surprise peo ple who expect
something different from us,"
Wentz said.
In addition to Fallout Boy's
recently completed tour with
label mate Punch!ine, the band
toured with Spitalfield last summer and has opened for the likes
of OKGo and Taking Back
Sunday. The fo ur-piece is currently touring with Less Than
Jake and Madcap.
Spitalfield perfo rmed alongs ide
A llister
(Drive-Thru
Records) as part of 94.7 The
Zone's First Contact at the
Metro on Feb. 6. The band
intends to tour in the coming
months, though no speci fi cs are
availab le as of press time.

By Sean Sliver
Contributing Writer
The I lideout on Chicago's near
West Side played host to a listening party for the Sea and Cake's
new album, One Bedroom (Thrill
Jockey) on Jan. 20.
A capacity crowd piled into the
bar to catch the first Iisten to the
band's seventh record (and first
album in nearly three years). The
audience was a lso given the
opportunity to buy the album at
midnight when it was officially
re leased.
What the Hideout crowd didn' t
expect was the band hitting the
stage to give an impromptu performance of songs cu lled pri marily from the new album.
With One Bedroom. the Sea
and Cake take quite a step forward fro m Oui, which was
released in 2000. Whereas Oui
showcased a free-form-jazz feel
built around Sam Prekop's
breathy vocals, One Bedroom
(dare I say) " rocks" at several
points, and "rock" was the operative word at the Hideout. Prekop
and gui tarist Archer Prewitt
seemed to have a running joke
concerning Prewitt's propensity
to do just that- rock.
The band hit the ground running with the not quite instrumental "Four Comers"-One
Bedroom's lead track- a song
built around a nearly three
minute circular guitar theme
before Prekop's vocals chimed
in. After "Left Side C louded,"
which features John McEntire's
delicate drumming, it was time to
break out an "old chestnut," as
Prekop would call it, and the
band launched into the title track
from 1995's The Biz.
More than a few songs on One
Bedroom are reminiscent of The
Biz. but in the claustrophobic

'One Bedroom'
Chicago post-rock scene, the Sea
and Cake continue to evolve,
whether by minor steps or prodigious strides.
Several songs center around an
almost e lectronica feel, and the
crunching drum effect on
"Shoulder Length" could be the
indie feel good hit of the summer
(had it not been released in
January). It came ofT extremely
well li ve, and was followed by a
new " rocker" entitled "Echo."
As if the spontaneous performance wasn't enough, the band
brought up Aluminum Grou p
members John and Frank Navin
to lend background vocals to the
closing track on One Bedroom,
David Bowie's "So und and
Vision." The band pulled it ofT
without a hitch and was definitely the highlight of the show.
On the heels of a year that
many deemed lackluster as far as
quality recordings go, the Sea
and Cake started 2003 ofT in full
stride.
They have made a record that
is recognizable, yet different to
their fans, and have thus offered
something to the fan-in-waiting.
This is the type of album that
makes a first-time listener want
to peruse a band's back catalog,
maybe see what they've missed.
The Sea and Cake have fired the
first shot of2003: the year's first
great record.
.;
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CLASSIFIE-D ADS

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Road rollers
6 Ms. MacGraw
9 Used a
keyboard
14 Pontificate
15 Fellow
16 Blusher
17 _Carla
18 NASA ou1pos1
19 Popular1reats
20 Forthrigh1 one
23 ' _Now or
Never"
24 Overweigh!
25 Black goo
28 Harmonized
32 Example
33 Raw mineral
34 Change prices
35 More unusual
36 Grave letters
37 Cuddly George
Lucas creature
38 Round dances
39 Italian city
40 Little bite
41 Handles roughly
42 Confronls
boldly
43 61h sense
44 Dancer Pavlova
7 Bind with rope
45 Copland and
8 To such an
Spelling
extent that
46 Haggard novel
9 Harness-racing
47 Silent
horse
agreemen!
10 Eld
48 Dim1nish
tt u.s.
49 Conlemporary
commonwealth
pic1ure taker
12 Concei1
56 Crea1e a chasm 13 _ Plaines, IL
58 Agile deer
2 1 & so forth
59 Measuring slrip
22 Desert refuges
60 Prisoner forever 26 Up for the day
61 Back of a bus.
27 Go by again
62 Acclamalion
28 Ryan and
63 Group seats
Dunne
64 Family dog
29 Somewhat
65 Molts
recent
30 Paid a visit
DOWN
31 Tibetan ox
1 Hanks and
32 ' Cheers"
Brokaw
barmaid
2 Contemporary
35 Going both
Babylon
ways
3 P rego rival
38 Vietnam capital
4 Italian volcano
39 Links score
5 Cauterizing
41 Feeding troughs
6 Out of order
42 Actress Shelley

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS America's #1
Student Travel Tour Operator Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
***ACT NOW! Guarantee the best spring break prices! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Florida &Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps Needed,EARN$$$.
Groyp Discounts for 6+
1-888-THINK SUN (1888-844-6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential Local
Positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 260
APARTMENT FOR RENT 45th and Union Newly remodeled 6
room-2 bedroom , includes new appliances. Good area! Fenced \
yard and close to schools and church . $575 we run credit check-no
section 8. 773-255-3458
Solutions
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ONLINE FILING Do Your Taxes Online @ www.absolutetaxes.com
for a minimal fee of $9.95 for a 1040EZ and $14.95 for 1040.
FREE E-FILE!!
Experienced professional secretary available for typing , proof
reading , re-works, etc. Call 708-647-8673; 773-610-4215 (cell) or
email: janisbiz@yahoo.com.
Visit: www.finestwheat.com/janisbiz.html. Good rates/fast turn
around. (References available)
South Loop spacious one bedroom loft. Hardwood floors, W/D in
unit, indoor parking , fireplace, granite counters, balcony, Jacuzzi
tub. $209,500. SRC:Ross, 773-575-5098

tl I l

54 Act like a
bookworm
55 Liberal
56 RRs ontrestles
57 Duran Duran
song

Lifeguards wanted for 2003 Summer In North Myrtle Beach No
experience necessary Apply www.nsbslifeguards.com

lfH"IJ

Clubs • Student Groups
PLACE A CLASSIFIED
·AD TODAY! ONLY 25
CENTS PER WORD WITH
A $5 MINIMUM. CALL
312-344-7432 FOR
MORE INFORMATION.

SoNM'f, WH~'f u~.1-r5
I? ~o~E!
CorJ!rtiCA"iC'.

J
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Eam $1 ,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3hour fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are
filling quic~y, so get with the program' It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or vistt
WWVI.campusfundraiser.com
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Students:
Would you like an opportunity to
participate in the selection of leadership in ·
the

School for Media Arts?

YOU are invited
Public Presentations
given by the Candidates for Dean
to the

of THE
Be one of the 17 to 24 year
and build democrae9

SCHOOL OF MEDIAARTS

where: Music Center Concert Hall

1014 S. Michigan
time: 3:30 to 4:30
names' and dates:

pm

david sachsman, monday, feb. 1oth
e. lincoln james, monday, feb. 17th
stuart sigman, monday, feb. 24th
doreen bartoni, monday, march 3rd

' :

'candidates' bios can be obtained at the Library front desk.

five j ust might turn out to be your lucky number...
Emergency contraception can prevent
pregnancy up to five days after sex.
So, if you had had unprotected sex - the condom broke,
you missed a pill, or maybe you just plain forgotdon't wait for a period that may never come.
Get emergency contraception online at www.EC4U.org,
or visit Planned Parenthood's Loop Area Health Center.

Planned Parenthood Chicago Area
Loop Area Health Center
18 S. Michigan Avenue - 6th Floor
312-592-6700
Come to us in confidence, with confidence.

rF.il Planned Parenthood•
~

thicogo area

February 17, 2003

this
Visit the Student Health Center
731

S. Plymouth Ct.
lower level
We are open:
Monday, Wednesday & Friday
9:30-5:30
Tuesday and Thursday
10:00-6:00

Coli for on appointment so you don't hove to woitl

344 6830

•
Columbia Chronicle

and NOT
just online

London .... . . $295
Paris ....... . .. $325
Amsterdam ... $315
Sydney . . . . . $1449
·Madrid ..... . .. . $388
Rio de Janeiro .. $588

\-N"

~

Fare is roundtrip from Chicago. Subject to change and avallability. Tax not
included. Reatrictiona and blackouta apply.

--

Leanr

GET AS MUCH AS $23,000*
II COLLEGE FIUICW. ASSISTAIICE.

PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
E111 $8.50 P1f hour, wttll l• c r - of 50¢ lft8r 10 days 1111 50¢ lft8r 111 par
Weekends & Holidays Off • Weekly Paychecks • Consistent Worl< Schedule
Paid Vacations • Excellent Benefits (Medical/l.jfe & 401 K)

PALATINE

2100 N. Hicks Road
(Hicks & Rand Ads.)
Ph: 847·70!HI025

EGG DONORS
NEEDED

ADDISON
100 S. Lombard Road
(Army Trail & Lombard Ads.)
Ph: ~28-3737

To Inquire about part-time Package Handler opportunities,
please cail our facilities direct or cail our 24 hour jobline at:

1·888·4UPS·JOB • Access Code: 4417
(Este servicio telef6nico esta disponible en espallol)

I* I

~

Give the gift of life to an infertile couple
LUCRATIVE COMPENSATION for qualified individuals!

• Special need for Caucasian donors
• College educated preferred
• Between the ages of 20-30
• Completely anonymous

847.656.8733
•

•

•

for More InformatiOn

•

~
, , ,,

cmod 1nf o\...a cgg4 I I com
Th(_• Center for Egg Opt•on!o lll.r1o•!>
wwwcgg4 1l com

ll C

unde ~g ro 'A!!.~chif~f~nt
Mon. - Thurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3

this week,s specials:
Vegetable Burrito

peppers, tomato, onion, zucchini, potato, rice served with
lettuce & optional cheddar &jack cheeses $4.00

Caesar Chicken Sandwich grilled breast w/ romaine & dressing on asiago roll
served with potato chips $3.75
Turkey Cheddar Roasted red pepper panine served with potato chips $3.75
Monday - French Market, Tuesday - Cream of Artichoke,
Wednesday - Chicken Gumbo, Thursday - Cheddar Vegetable
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Around Chicago

'Chicago' doesn't live up to its name
0 Daley disappointed movie was
made in Canada
The Associated Press
CH ICAGO- Mayor Richard M. Daley gives the movie
that bears his c ity's name high
marks.
He has one comp laint,
though: It was shot in Canada.
"The movie is great," Da ley
said Feb. II. " I said, 'Too bad
it wasn't filmed in Chicago."'
He blamed the federal government, say ing it needs to

provide
incenti ves
to
Ameri can fi lmmakers that
wou ld
match what the
Canadians offer.
"Th e fi lm industry in
Ame rica was goi ng strong.
Canada says, 'OK, we want
the film industry. We will subsidize you.' So all the film
industry went from America
up to Canada," Daley said.
Chicago, adapted from the
stage hit about two murderous
women competing for tabloid
celebrity, leads this year 's
Oscar contenders w ith 13
nominations, including best
picture.
" We do the creative work,"
Daley said.

" We do the financial work.
Why should we send the production work overseas?
"Our priori ties should be
keeping people working in the
film industry rig ht here,"
Daley said.
He said American workers
will continue to lose out until
the federal government gets
the message.
"I rea lly believe we have to
get our priorities straight in
Washington, D .C.," he said.
" You know- knock, knock.
No
o ne
is
home
in
Washington. They have to get
reality. If they listen to people,
they will find out what is happening."

OFF the BLOTTER
ized on Eighth Street at 11:30 a.m.
Chicago Police reported a string of car thefts
over the past month. On Jan. 29, a motor vehicle was stolen in the 700 block of Wabash
Avenue at 2:30p.m.
Three days later, a similar theft took place in
the 700 block of South State Street at 5 p.m .
And at I 0:25 a.m ., one more theft occurred in
the 1100 block of South Wabash Avenue the
next day.
•
A homeless man was charged with
criminal trespass on Feb. I at 5:05 p.m. at
Harold 's Chicken Shack at 636 S. Wabash
Ave., according to an employee of the restaurant. The man was arrested after bothering
customers.
A second incident occurred the next day at
4:02 p.m. at the same location .

•

•
An aggravated assault involving a
knife or another form of "cutting instrument''
occurred in the 600 block of South State Street
on Feb. 6 at 12:45 p.m.
•
On Feb.2, an aggravated assault incident took place at 8:28p.m. on Harrison Street
CTA platform.
•
An incidence of interference with judic ial process took place Feb. 2 on the sidewalk
of the 600 block of South Wabash Avenue at
7:20p.m.
•
Criminal damage to property at a hotel
(unknown) occurred in the 1000 block of
South State Street on Feb. 1 at 6:03 a.m.

.
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A touch of Emmys, five floors above Congress
0 NATAS, the group that picks
Emmy award winners, offers membership to local television
students, including those
from Columbia
By Fernando Dlaz
Contributing Writer

organization.
Niederman said that, in some ways, the relationship is
the legacy of the late Ed Morris, a distinguished member of both the department and the organization.
Studio C, on the 15th floor of Columbia's 600 S.
Michigan Ave. building, also carries Morris' name.
''There aren't really any other colleges at the
at NATAS meetings," Niederman said.
Disch, a part-time broadcast journalism proand current director of television and radio
archdiocese of Chicago is the chapter's pres-

Disch said via an e-mail interview that NATAS is
Aside from picking the annual Emmy
going through an ongoing process of changing its
awards, the Midwest chapter of the National
name to the National Television Academy to improve
Association of Television Arts and Sciences'
marketing.
fifth floor office at 33 E. Congress Parkway
Lucas Palermo, who teaches production and post-production classes, co-chairs the Emmy Judging
offers a unique treat to Columbia's television
Committee with NBC's Diana Borri.
majors: a chance to join.
The chapter, which moved its {)ffices from
He said that an estimated 600 to 700 entries are
Michigan Avenue three years ago, offers a unique
received each year from within the region and then
~~alb011t I 00 are traded with other chapters in compatible
opportunity for television students and professionals alike to get their foot into the door of the counmarkets for judging.
try's third largest market.
"Larger markets trade with larger markets," he said,
It is one of 19 other chapters scattered
so that competition is kept balanced.
NATAS awards the regional Emmys for
around the country that represent different
markets and regions.
"~'·""v"'""'n in 45 categories that encompass
The Midwest chapter counts several of
sports and documentary programming
the Television Department's faculty and
well as on- and off-camera work. It also
staff among its board members and repawards scholarships to students, with deadlines
resents markets such as Chicago,
coming this spring.
Milwaukee, Green Bay, and Rockford. It also- awards
This past year, three Columbia students, Travell
this region's Emmy awards.
Eiland, David Pitcher, and Michael Costello each
There is a "long, proud history between the college received a $4,000 scholarship from the organization.
and NATAS," said Michael Niederman, chair of the
In last year's regional awards, WTIW-TV netted the
Television Department and a board member of the most awards for their programming.

At last year's 54th Emmy
awards for national primetime
broadcasting, two Columbia
graduates received nominations.
Jeanette Christensen ('9 1)
was nominated in the category
of editing for her work on the
second season of CBS'
"Survivor,"
and
Cecele
Destefano (' 94) won for art
direction on the pilot episode
of"Alias."
Heather Monlsor.'Chronicle
Bert Gall, Columbia's executive vice president, thinks Rebekah Cowing, executive
director of the
students have much to gain
from having NA,TAS on cam- NATAS Midwest chappus because it offers them a ter.
·~ump start" on their careers.
"Anything that gives us an opportunity to connect the
institution and the students to the industry is a good
thing," he said.
For $30, students can receive a membership that
includes advantages and perks, such as networking with
professionals at an annual career day, monthly free
movie screenings, and access to the movers and shakers
in the business.
"As a student you don't always get to be in the same
room with the general managers of stations,"
Niederman said.
There are about a thousand members in the Midwest
chapter of NATAS," said Rebekah Cowing, executive
director of the Midwest chapter, "and two percent are
student members.
"Membership is very inexpensive and the benefits of
it are well worth it.," Cowing said.

Newcity saves Chicago Weekly News
0 Alternative newsweekly
forms partnership with U of
Chicago newspaper to reach a
larger college audience
By Lisa Balde
Assistant News Editor

Angela A. Simpson/Chronicle

On the comer of Balbo and Wabash Avenue, the new Kinko's undergoes construction.

New Kinko's to open
0
New Sout h Loop
printing resource
expects to be ope n
by Apri l
By Lisa Balde
Assistant News Editor
Construction has begun on a
new Kinko's that will be on the
corner of Balbo Drive and
Wabash Avenue, three blocks
away from Columbia's main
campus.
Although no dates are confirmed, the new location is
expected to open by the end of
March or the beginning of April,
according to Kinko's spokesman,
Chris Barnes.
The space will be between
2,800 and 3,000 square feet, said
Barnes, and it will offer all services that are available in a "fullyequipped" store.
Such services may include the
printing, binding, mounting and
laminating of documents; the use
of computers; faxing, scanning

and, of course, copying.
This location, like its other
1,100 branches worldwide, will
offer a range of paper stock and
supplies for sale to customers.
A shipping and receiving
option through FedEx and the
United States Postal Service will
also be available for customer
use.
This development will occur
only six blocks away from a previously established Kinko's at 55
E. Monroe St.
Although Barnes said that he
didn' t have an adequate amount
of information to provide a reason for why corporate executives
would choose to build two
Kinko 's institutions so close
together, he did comment that the
Kinko's corporation "looks forward to" serving the Columbia
community in regards to all of its
copying needs at each of those
locations.
Because store hours depend on
location, this particular store's
hours will be announced upon
opening within the next couple of
months.

What does a college newspaper run by the
University of Chicago's students and a free
alternative newsweekly have in common?
As of January, everything.
After the Chicago Weekly News
shut down their publication due to
a lack of funds last October,
University of Chicago alumni and
Newcity publishers Brian and Jan
Hieggelke formed a partnership
with the paper in an attempt to
revive it.
"We sort of took over the business side of it," said Brian
Hieggelke.
Newcity now prints the paper
and controls a majority of its
advertising and its staff provides
advice concerning design and layo ut issues.
In return, every issue of the Weekly News
contains a copy of Newcity, which allows the
alternative newsweekly to expand its readership
to include a college-age South Loop audience.
Hieggelke said a partnership like this is
believed to be the first of its kind.
"[Students] are not only getting the Chicago
Week ly News, they' re also getting what
Newcity has to offer," said Weekly News copublisher Thane Rehn.
The student paper, which is still solely paid
for through advertising, originally became distressed due to the mismanagement of the editors
at the time, Rehn said.
"Essentially, they just failed to collect revenue from ads," he said. "We had debt to the
printer, and, in today's economy, we were having problems [selling) new ads."
The paper 's editors then came to Newcity in
search of a helping hand to restructure and
rebuild the financially unstable student publication.
" It was a work-in-progress," said Sivani

Babu, the Weekly News' executive editor,
regarding the newfound relationship between
the two papers. "We approached Newcity not
knowing what was going to come out of it."
According to Babu, the deal was "mutually
beneficial" for both entities. "It's also a mentorship process," Babu said. "It provides a great
opportunity to have access to professionals."
Although Newcity prints and publishes the
Weekly News, it has no editorial input regarding content.
''Their single editorial say is in the issue of
libel," Rehn said. ''They disapproved one front
page headline so far .. . [because] it was potentially inaccurate."
Not much has changed regarding the Weekly News' process of
doing things. Staff writers still
cover the same community and
campus news they always did,
and they still provide their readers
with a commentary section every
week. They do leave the entertainment and arts writing to
Newcity, though.
Every week, editors design and
lay out their pages, or boards, just
as they traditionally have in the
past. The only difference is that,
as the staff gets ready for print
time, they take the boards downtown to the Newcity offices to be produced.
Newcity then prints two runs of papers: one
solely for Newcity's audience and one that
includes the Weekly News.
The Weekly News did experience some
degree of change, however. The paper used to
use a broadsheet format, for example, whereas
now they employ a tabloid look.
The entire paper also underwent a design
facelift during its inactive time period.
Plans to extend the Newcity/Weekly News
partnership are already in the works. An implementation of journalism workshops to be taught
to University of Chicago students by the
Newcity staff has already been discussed. Such
workshops, if initiated, will touch on the reporting, editing and design skills that students don't
receive because of the University of Chicago's
lack of a journalism department.
"There is certainly an educational component,
as well," Hieggelke said. "It also gives us a
chance to get to know the students for recruiting
purposes down the road."

